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Editor’s Notes

This is the last issue for 2020, and I would like to close the year with
a number of interesting articles, reports and announcements. The
ﬁrst 4 featured articles have been authored by stellar professionals
of the QOR NEWSLETTER Team: Prof. Tony Bendell shares his
thoughts on “What we should learn from the pandemic: old
excellence’ is dead, long live ‘new excellence”; Dr. Surya Prakash
helps us explore how the integration of the circular economy and
industry 4.0 beneﬁts both businesses and environmental
sustainability; Dr. Yalciner shares “A study on the labor market and
Labor-skills transition and transformation from Industry 4.0 to
Society 5.0”; Ms. Dawn Ringrose speaks about the culture of
excellence as an integral part of the formula for success experienced
with the application of an excellence model; Prof. Syed Ali shares a
great article about ethics in leadership. In the second part of this
issue, we have an Opinion section that includes two letters to the
Editor by Dr. Ernesto Gonzalez and Ms.Luciana Paulise followed by
conference and workshop reports and call for book chapters
announcements provided by Prof. Paulo Sampaio and Prof.
Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber and ﬁnally a research study
announcement from Ms. Dawn Ringrose about new multi-language
links for the Global OE Index. This ﬁnal section also includes an
introduction to new members of the 2020 Core Research Team that
have delivered outstanding performance and helped to increase the
response rate in many countries around the world. In closing, I
would like to thank the Publisher, Editorial Advisory Board, Editorial
Review Board, and Coordinator Team for their valuable contribution
to this issue of the newsletter. They have worked diligently to
uphold the high standard set for the newsletter. Important to note
that any readers interested in submitting content for future
newsletters are invited to contact me.
- Mohammad Hossein Zavvar Sabegh, Editor of QOR NEWSLETTER
Email: quality20zavvar@gmail.com
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Technical Article

What We Should Learn from the Pandemic:
‘Old Excellence’ is Dead, Long Live ‘New Excellence’
Prof. Tony Bendell BSc(Econ), MSc, PhD, FSS, FCQI, CStat, CQP, FSaRS, FRSA
Services Limited & The Anti-Fragility Academy, Southwell, Nottinghamshire UK

Abstract
Based on cumulative evidence culminating in the current COVID-19 Pandemic [1, 2]. This article discusses the need for
a significant rethink in how we define, think about, implement and assess organisational excellence within our global
VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex & ambiguous) environment.
It argues that the existing excellence models in widespread use today- such as the Deming Prize Model, Malcom
Baldrige National Quality Award Model and the EFQM Excellence Model- currently still reflect fundamental paradigms
that predate the VUCA period and so are at best partial short-term approximations to the concept of excellence and
in consequence may be interpreted inappropriately for current circumstances and have in the VUCA environment
become poor assessment tools.
The article then goes on to postulate the new requirements of organisational excellence today with implications for
organisations pursuing excellence, the excellence community and organisational assessment.
Against this need for transformational change, finally we discuss the dangers of complacency, the need for leadership
and the likely consequences of inactivity.
Keywords: Excellence, VUCA, New Normal, Covid-19

1. Introduction
This article discusses the need for a significant rethink in how we define, think about, implement and assess
organisational excellence within our global VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex & ambiguous) environment.
Existing business excellence models originate from concepts and theories developed in Japan in the 1950s and 1960s
(Deming), and further developed within the USA (Baldrige) and Europe (EFQM) in the 1980s.
The concept of the volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA) environment was first recognised in 1987 and
has had increased usage since the early 2000s [3, 4, and 5]. The current pandemic, and previous events such as the
global financial crisis and Iceland volcano, illustrate this reality.

2. The Failure & Limitations of ‘Old Excellence’
Over the past decades numerous national and international bodies have developed excellence models to help drive
organisational development and improvement [6, 7, 8, and 9]. The roots can be traced back to the “Total Quality
Management” approaches developed in the 1950s, focused on manufacturing. Whilst many of these concepts and
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Principles still apply, the world has moved on – and continues to do so at a seemingly ever accelerating pace.
Many existing organisational excellence models can be seen as originating from “hard systems” paradigms that
implicitly assume a high level of environmental and ecosystem continuity. In consequence, these are at best partial
short-term approximations to the concept of excellence and may be interpreted inappropriately in current VUCA
circumstances. Also, in the VUCA environment these may break down and become poor assessment tools.
Indeed, it can be argued convincingly that the pursuit of ‘Old Excellence’ did not prepare organisations well for the
current pandemic crisis, nor indeed, previous ones. In fact, despite:
•
•
•
•
•

Clear warning of the next global pandemic going back at least a decade
Early warning of the emerging threat within China at the beginning of the year
Explicit evidence of the pandemic starting to spread internationally
Clear emergence into a global phenomenon, and subsequently
Development into a severe local threat

little organizational attention was given to it, or responsive actions instigated by many so-called excellent
organizations until instructed or asked to do so by central government authority as ‘the fat hit the pan’ at the last of
the above phases. The “old excellence models” can be traced back to their development within the manufacturing
sector and the initial focus on improving product quality, increasing process efficiency and reducing costs. Within this
context, “hard system thinking” is both appropriate and effective in solving many of the problems encountered and
concepts such as Lean, Six Sigma and operational excellence have evolved from the pioneering work of the TQM
movement.
As TQM evolved into “business excellence”, the focus shifted from production and operations to an emphasis on
strategy, leadership and organisational development. However, “hard system thinking” is not appropriate when
considering the total complexity of the organisation and the ecosystem it operates in. Whilst there is a high-level of
connectivity within the organisation, the relationships are not direct “cause and effect”; the same action does not
necessarily give the same result. The high level of complexity both within an organisation and the wider ecosystems
that it operates within means the real world is not predictable.
In most of the existing excellence models, such as the EFQM, the connectivity between the criteria is strong but the
connection between the “enablers” and “results” is weak. In contrast, in the UAE Government Excellence Model
(GEM), the links between the “enablers” and “results” have been strengthened, but the linkages between the different
criteria have been weakened [8,9].
There are a number of business concepts that have emerged since the 1980s that have not been fully integrated within
these excellence models. This includes the concepts of the VUCA environment itself, as well as ‘black swans’, ‘white
and grey swans’ and ‘grey rhinos’.
One of these concepts that is not adequately covered by the old excellence models is that of the ‘grey rhinos’; a risk
that is recognised as a significant threat, is highly likely to happen but is ignored.
The failure of the old excellence models to fully embrace “soft system thinking”, which has effectively been evolving
in parallel, is the underlying reason that they don’t cope well with uncertainty and crisis. This is demonstrated by the
fact that organisations resist excellence assessments during significant change or immediately following a significant
crisis event.
Not only is this the period when there is likely to be a significant amount of learning to be captured, but in addition an
excellence model should be able to recognise in such circumstances “excellence under pressure”. The current models
and associated assessment processes penalise organisations for dips in results and significant changes adopted to
navigate turbulence and the score does not recover until the situation has stabilised and lengthy trend data is
available. “Old school” thinking focuses on hard systems; policies, processes, systems, and technology but this only
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Encompasses part of what an organisation is and, more importantly, how it reacts to stress. In these “hard system”
models, there must be a single, shared vision for the future of the organisation. In reality, stakeholder groups, and
indeed individuals within those groups, will have different views on the future, based on their perspective, needs and
desires.
“Soft system” thinking enables this to be recognised; the key point becomes not the single, shared vision but
understanding the area of overlap between these different visions and how consensus on the direction the
organisation chooses is achieved to ensure stakeholders are engaged and get enough of what they want to remain
engaged.
3. A Broader More Relevant Concept of Excellence (‘New Excellence’)
As discussed above, to gain a fuller understanding of how an organisation truly behaves, it is more helpful to consider
the soft systems; the culture, the ability to anticipate and take appropriate and timely action. Considering the
organisation as an organism within an ecosystem, adapting and evolving to cope with the external environment but
also capable of impacting that environment and, therefore, the other organisms within it.
The dynamics of global society, including the globalised economy, place new demands and present new challenges to
all organisations. The COVID-19 global pandemic is the latest, but not the only, crisis to highlight a number of shortcomings with the existing excellence frameworks. Issues were already apparent following the financial crisis in 2009,
as well as previous global and localised events. It quickly became apparent that existing excellence models failed to
help organisations prepare for, or manage through, the immediate crisis and the resulting “new normal”.
2020 has seen the global community collectively experience unprecedented social and economic upheaval in the form
of the COVID-19 coronavirus. The true impact of the global pandemic may not become apparent for a number of years
but it is already clear that it has permanently impacted the way we work and live our lives. The organisations, and
indeed national economies, that adapt fastest to meet not only these challenges but opportunities presented will be
the ones that shape the “new normal”.
A fundamental paradigm shift is necessary to appreciate that turbulence and disruption within the global ecosystems
is normal, not exceptional. Despite being potentially mislead by periods of relative stability, the world today is in
constant flux and, to thrive, organisations must be prepared to not only react to external changes, they need to actively
seek and gain strength from disruption. Learning from the past, organisations need to recognise that the future will
be a succession of “new normal”, each with unique challenges and opportunities, and ensure they are simultaneously
robust enough to withstand the shocks, agile enough to react, and flexible enough to recognise and exploit new
opportunities. Specifically, it can be argued convincingly that today:
•
•
•
•

Exceptions Are Now Part of Normal
We Need To Be Able To Properly Manage Swans & Rhinos
The New Normal Is A Cascade of New Normal
Organisations Need To Become more than Agile, they need to be Anti-Fragile, actually growing in strength
from being stressed

•
•

The Focus of ‘Organisational Value’ Is Now Bigger Than Before
‘New Excellence’ Needs To Take Account of our New World

4. Reflection
In my keynote address at the 25th Anniversary Conference of the Estonian Association for Quality in Tallinn in January
2016 I talked about the pressing need for a modern view of excellence that takes full account of the Increasing volatility
and fragility in our joined up global society [10]. Creating a new improved concept and formulation of organisational
excellence, reflective of current and future world conditions, is a priority. Since their origins, the great excellence
models in the world, such as the Deming Prize Model, Malcom Baldrige National Quality Award Model and the EFQM
Excellence Model, have continued to grow and evolve through regular review based on application and use.
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This is their great strength. However, all of us in the transformation business know that in organisations there comes
a time where piecemeal organisational change is insufficient to meet the demands of a new environment and world
order. This is at times when fundamental organisational transformation becomes necessary, becomes urgent, and
becomes essential for survival in the new normal. The same is true of the need for transformation for excellence
models, and that time is now.
Learning from this organisational analogy, there are, of course, many reasons why such transformation can be
difficult. Stakeholders are people, or groups of people, and people resist change. The prospect of large scale
fundamental change creates fear and protection of vested interests. Many individuals and organisations that have
invested in the pursuit of excellence will not necessarily take well to discover that it is perhaps the wrong sort of
excellence, one that postulates a relatively slow changing world and is not so pertinent in today’s VUCA
environment. Nevertheless, this is a crossroad for the excellence community. If the pertinence of the current models
of excellence to the current environment and ecosystems are not addressed, then the concept of excellence itself,
the pursuit of organisational excellence and its relevance are in danger. ‘Excellent organisations’ or those pursuing
excellence, should not be, should not have been, unprepared for a grey rhino, a pandemic, we knew was coming.
Nor a financial crisis.

Volatility is normal, is natural. Stability is not; and models of excellence that fail to incorporate this explicitly
and fundamentally now threaten the credibility of the excellence movement. The consequences of inactivity
in this regard by the excellence community is potentially oblivion. So, there are major dangers in complacency
and a clear need for leadership. As Dr. Deming told us at another moment of transformation, ‘you don’t have
to change; survival is not compulsory’.
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Abstract

Industry 4.0 (I4.0) and Circular Economy (CE) were previously viewed as two individual streams. The world of industry
has now come to realize how advantageous the integration of both concepts would be. This concept note provides a
clear picture of how I4.0 helps enable the CE by covering each concept’s aspects in detail. It showcases how important
the role of digital technologies is and how they enable the path to CE.
It is observed that CE is still at the stage of infancy and the application of the I4.0 concept is still to be recognized to
be used in a full-fledged manner in industries in the future. The major conclusion on the relationship of CE with that
of I4.0 highlights the resource-efficient requirement in the future by adopting industry 4.0 technologies and principles.
Keywords: Industry 4.0, Circular Economy, Roadmap, Integration, Digital Technologies

1. Introduction
Since the industrial revolution, the man-kind has been on a race with its breakthroughs. The first industrial revolution
was seen at the starting of the year 1765 and mechanization was the first change that was brought to light. The mankind experienced the second industrial revolution from 1870 as a result of technological advancements and
improvements like steam engines and the invention of automobiles. The third industrial revolution started in the late
19th century with the high use of electronic/telecommunication/computers and the internet.
The main addition was the programmable logic controller (PLC), also called the industrial computer in this era. The
fourth industrial revolution, the one which the world is moving towards, has a lot to offer in terms of interconnection
between machines and humans. The internet as the world sees it today plays a pivotal role in this revolution as it helps
in connecting machines, exchange data, creates a virtual reality world of physical items. Moving towards I4.0 tends to
shape the world, connecting the entire world in the air. It is sometimes also referred to as the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) and smart manufacturing. The motto of I4.0 is decentralization, connect machines and robots in such a
way that the data would help them to make decisions in a self-governing manner.
I4.0 not only concentrates on improving productivity but also on the use of technology for product improvement. The
application of I4.0 is powered by nine key pillar technologies described in Fig. 1 that play a major role in I4.0 [1]. There
are certain design principles to achieve this. These design principles are modularity, interoperability, real-time
capability, service orientation, decentralization, and virtualization that serve as a major foundation while adopting
I4.0. Now in the nest section, fundamental of CE is investigated and presented.
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Fig. 1: Nine key technologies of industry 4.0. Source: BCG analysis [4]

1.1 Circular Economy
The way the earth and its ecosystem works are what is called the circular approach where the waste is brought back
into the system and made into a useful product [1]. Bio-mimicking nature’s circular approach is the result of the term
and situation called ‘CE’ in business (Shown in Fig. 3). Mankind, right from the beginning only concentrated on the
take, make, and dispose activities (shown in Fig. 2). The focus was on procuring raw materials, producing goods and
services, and selling them. It results in a huge waste generation in this process. For instance, when a new phone is
released, the old one is discarded and went to scrapyards or landfills [5]. By continuing this liner approach of
consumption, the economy is ultimately eating into finite supply and having nothing to think about the items that are
discarded (Fig. 2). This model has its physical limits and if we continued to do so, a day will arrive where the waste
generated has nowhere to go [14].

Fig. 2: Linear Approach

2

Fig 3: Combination of the technical and biological cycle inspired by Ellen McArthur Foundation [5][15]

Enabling Circular Economy through Industry 4.0

Before the discussion dives into what ways could I4.0 and its technologies would enable CE, it is important to shed
some light on the facts about how advantageous both concepts would be when integrated. The I4.0 is a concept that
relies on digital technologies (DTs) and the same DT will come of use while enabling the CE further [12].
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Upgrading to I4.0 comes with a handful of benefits for sectors of the economy. As mentioned before in this article,
customization is one of the most cherished advantages of industry 4.0. In a world that changes so fast, shift to
customer orientation an important aspect, and I4.0 may bring customization into practice. This way it will help to
diminish the gap between the two ends of the thread which are manufacturers and customers, thus, fastening the
production and delivery processes. Modifying a factory into a smart factory not only brings in technology and upgrades
but also adopt decentralization. Self-optimization is an up brought advantage of the technologies of industry 4.0 in
this context. The benefits are gains in revenue, efficiency, productivity, and reduction in breakdowns due to the
advantage of being able to predict them.
Fig. 4 shows how fruitful adopting the technologies and transforming their factories into smart is [2]. It highlights the
economic benefits that a business gets hold of reaping benefits by applying the drivers to the companies that are
willing to move forward with the concept of industry 4.0. CE has a lot of benefits to the ecosystem humans live in.
However, businesses while trying to enable circular concepts get their share of benefits and incentives. When
businesses move towards CE, they will have to worry less about the prices and availability of the raw materials because
the use of recycled inputs may decrease the prices of new raw materials. Additionally, the businesses need not be that
dependent on the volatility of the prices of the raw materials. If the implementation of the CE concept is taken further
and normalized, it could see new business opportunities arising. For example, reverse logistics to collect the used
products to further recycling. This concept also helps in the establishment of green industries.
Many major CE activities are developed by applying the core principles of circularity by companies and researchers.
For example, ReSOLVE framework, where each activity represents an opportunity for circular business. The ReSOLVE
framework was developed by Arup and Ellen MacArthur Foundation having elements like regenerate, share, optimize,
loop, virtualize, and exchange to support circularity [15].

Fig. 4: A clear picture of adopting I4.0 technologies (Source: representation according to McKinsey 2015, p. 25. [2])

Adopting these methods would have the potential of improving the performance of industries by greater folds and
reducing their costs. Some of these activities in Fig. 5 could be linked with the design principles of industry 4.0. For
instance, the ‘Virtualise’ in ReSOLVE framework can be associated with the virtualization design principle of I4.0 and
the ‘Optimize’ can be enabled through I4.0 technologies such as big data and automation. Hence the concept of I4.0
is evidential in enabling the CE [13]. As far as this discussion has come, the description only concentrates on the
benefits of these two concepts in individual terms.
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I4.0 and CE both have great benefits to be reaped even if implemented individually. However, the integration of these
two is where the gate to the greater good is found. Certainly, there will be an advantage of merging the benefits of
each into a singularity point. The following discussion points out how I4.0 enables CE through DTs. [4]

Fig. 5: Circular Economy Activities: ReSOLVE Framework [15]

2.1 Big Data and Analytics
The big data tools help in collecting, processing, and analysing huge chunks of data generated in processes. While
converting into smart factories through these technologies this big data is fed into systems to monitor, modify,
analyze, and evaluate the process to generate more value. For example, if a PVC pipes manufacturing company could
integrate big data into its machines and the entire production process this would result in using huge chunks of data
about every single step regarding the temperature, time, co-ordinates, precision, amount of raw material needed, the
proportions in each pipe, dimensions each time, pressure for each pipe and so on till the end of the process for decision
making. If this data is further used in such a way to reduce the waste, usage of resources, and remove waste in its
entire internal process. The sensors will be needed to collect the data and do successful monitoring of input/resources
to avoid wastage. Using the analytics company could allow the business to discover eco-networks and waste-toresource conversions. Thus, enabling circular strategies and hence economies [6]. To do the above, the businesses must
follow smart factories concepts and implement I4.0 with the DTs [7].
2.2 Autonomous Robot
Autonomous robots are capable of decentralized abilities as they are powered by artificial intelligence. Such robots
could open new ways in which CE is practiced. CE is more about design than a physical form or product and
autonomous robots help do the same [2]. Autonomous robots could be designed in such a way that they could help in
identifying the waste and help in recycling the same. In product return, the company could make use of these
autonomous robots so that the product that is returned item is inspected, neatly disassembled, and sent to its
respective areas to be recycled if required [3]. This way autonomous robots which are already a part of I4.0 and its
technologies, that are used for just the manufacturing processes would now be able to help in recycling etc.
2.3 Simulation
One of the most interesting DTs of I4.0 is the ability to simulate through technologies. In I4.0 simulation is used to
produce a digital twin of the entire business across the supply chain. Now, how could this integration of simulation
technology and I4.0 influence and CE? Well, in CE, the longevity of any product is very important to reduce the waste
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That turns up in the business because of the returned and used up goods. Businesses will have to put more effort into
dealing with the used products that are returned instead of production which will result in severe costs for them. To
avoid such scenarios simulation of a product life cycle from design to till it reaches the end customer could be done
and its behaviour could also be simulated across its entire life cycle to reduce the product failures and improve the
product life. This practice reduces waste that is bought in and integrates quality. Simulation of value and market data
helps the business in predictive analysis and hence plan accordingly to optimize their resource utilization and waste
circulation.
2.4 Horizontal and Vertical integration
Integration is the key to enabling CE and circular practices. ‘To go circular, first, go vertical’ is a true objective to enable
CE. Vertical integration is said to provide companies with a grip on their products from beginning to the end and even
the rebirth of them. The vertical integration which involves integrating with the raw materials and recyclers helps in
turning the returned products into raw materials and being in part the CE principles like 4R (reduce, reuse, recycle and
renew). While vertical integration externally means acquisition, horizontal and vertical integration internally help build
structures that could be productive in monitoring the waste produced in each stage. Such integrations help convert
one stage’s waste into another stage’s raw material. Horizontal integration for a company and its supply chain would
help in reducing the waste and bringing back the waste into the chain to recycle it.
2.5 Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
CE can be significantly enhanced with a strong connection between the drivers of CE and industry 4.0. IIoT constantly
monitors to increase the efficiency, and at the end of the ‘use’ cycle, the whole value chain becomes efficient. IIoT
also enables remote monitoring due to the digitalization of the processes [Error! Reference source not found.]. By studying the
analysed report of the machines, precautionary maintenance can be done to reduce waste, and with efficient reverse
logistics, the discarded machine components can be reused or recycled to manufacture new machines, hence
decreasing extraction of raw materials from the environment. For example, IoT enables the Regenerate (Fig 5:
ReSOLVE framework) model which is benefitting different sectors in resource conservation with its dynamic
monitoring capabilities to schedule maintenance by optimizing the process to make sure efficiency is not disturbed [7].
Sharing IoT enabled manufactured products can eliminate waste. Thereby, providing opportunities for businesses to
go circular. For example, Nissan, Tesla, and Renault are using a lease per km model for their electric cars where users
pay rental charges for the distance or time used, and these batteries can be recycled after their performance level
reaches below 80%.
2.6 Cloud Technologies
Huge chunks of data are produced every minute and are stored on a cloud, a virtual storage device, enabling remote
access of the information stored. The Share and Optimise business model can be achieved as adaptability of decisions
regarding logistics, production, the design is made possible and from the information acquired from the data
maintenance can be planned, quality can be improved and increase the customer satisfaction. 3R’s (reduce, reuse,
and recycle) strategy can be intelligently applied to reduce waste, reuse any components from expired machines, and
recycle metal parts to manufacture other products (Loop business model). For example, extraction of aluminium
requires high energy whereas recycling of aluminium is very cheap, hence saving large amounts of energy for other
purposes.
2.7 Additive Manufacturing & Augmented Reality
These two technologies can be used to build a virtual prototype enabling the virtualize business model to test the
design by reducing the usage of raw materials for testing purposes. With Augmented reality the physical world can be
modeled into virtual space and processes can be defined, optimized accordingly [11]. If a physical model is very much
required to test, 3D printing (a type of additive manufacturing) can be used to replace metals or other resources with
synthetic polymers which are available at a very low-price enabling the exchange business model.
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3D printing decreases the reliability of non-renewable resources and with its portable nature, recycling of waste is
also easier advancing sustainable production [10].
3. Roadmap for integrating I4.0 and CE
A roadmap is the process or steps taken to implement any framework or methods or processes into the business with
the idea of improving quality, efficiency, productivity, and reducing waste. Similarly, a roadmap comprised of five steps
is proposed for the implementation of CE by integrating I4.0 technologies [3].
•

To convert from a linear economy to a CE, the first step an industry needs to do is to evaluate its resources
and define their capacity levels for the extent of circularity. This determines the scope of adapting CE principles
and hence decide which amongst the six ReSOLVE business models can be beneficial for that specific industry
or business.

•

The second step is to assess the constraints concerning costs, investment, and availability; evaluate its
readiness for the shift towards adapting I4.0 technologies and determining which technologies are required
to achieve CE.

•

From designing to the development of the product (one can adapt ReSOLVE models), the focus can be on
knowing the impact on tracking, tracing, and management of products post usage and packaging.

•

The third step is therefore to establish a sustainable operations management (SOM) decision for design,
manufacturing, and logistics of products or services.

•

In the fourth step, integration between each level of the supply chain is developed to connect technologies,
the flow of resources, and share information related to supply, demand, customer feedback, and behaviour
to the products, deliveries, etc., in real-time. The shift towards CE and I4.0 needs to be carefully planned
internally as the industry for smoother operations.

•

The final step is to create a framework by formulating performance indicators to measure the extent of the
shift towards CE and depending on the availability of resources and capabilities a few possible small targets
can be premeditated when planning for organizational arrangements.

Fig. 6: An integrated roadmap for CE and Industry 4.0[3].

Fig. 6 shows an integrated roadmap for CE and Industry 4.0. When new changes are initiated, there are always a few
potential challenges involved. I4.0 has its barriers, for instance, proper adoption of industry 4.0, cybersecurity issues,
lack of proper connection between different modules of the industry, data integrity, etc. Additionally, insufficient
knowledge technically technologically, lack of trust between supply chain partners while integration is also a few
notable challenges. It is very essential to have trust and to follow the proposed roadmap to achieve critical success.
This proposed roadmap mentioned above is very simple to implement and is highly recommended to integrate CE
business models with advanced I4.0.
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4. Conclusion
The article has been explored how the integration of both the concepts CE and I4.0 benefits both the businesses and
the environmental suitability. We have identified challenges like lack of awareness of the concept, lack of a roadmap
to be implemented, the resistance to change, reskilling the workforce, etc. [5][9]. The major insight for companies is
changing business models completely to accommodate the circular approach, remove the resistance to convert into
a circular supply chain and production, and costs fears. Lack of understanding of the concept of CE for recycling,
restoring, and reuse was also found to be a factor while investigating the integration of both CE and I4.0. The consumer
perception that recycled goods possess cheaper quality is a challenge to tackle as it decreases the demand for such
products and the adoption of CE. The lack of infrastructure and the inability to transform suddenly to a circular
business model, lack of standards that are to be established for CE would also affect the CE and I4.0 integration. The
CE has to bring together the value chains of different businesses in order make the waste to become a useful input to
the other parties but this co-dependency of businesses is hard to achieve as it would be very difficult for value chains
of different businesses to come together and trust each other to achieve broad goals. The article presents a conceptual
framework to address these points. Finally, the authors conclude that the CE must be accompanied by an equally
powerful enabling concept: I4.0 to attain the manufacturing of goods by becoming a resource-efficient business [8] .
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Abstract
The Industry 4.0 paradigm, which enables the cyber systems to be connected and able to communicate with the
physical systems by using technologies such as the internet of things (IoT), big data, artificial intelligence, machine
learning, and augmented reality, has also led to the emergence of the concepts of smart systems, smart value chains,
and smart society. Industry 4.0 leads to the evanescence of some professions and the decline of the importance of
others, and the emergence of new occupational definitions that do not exist. The fact that the tasks and activities
performed by the employees (for now) become partially independent from people threatens the labor market and
the workforce. The concept of Society 5.0, on the other hand, is aimed at the welfare of humanity thanks to technology
against these threats.
In this study, the possible effects and changes of Industry 4.0, Society 5.0 and Digital Transformation concepts on the
jobs and the labor market in the future and the possible transformation of the professional competencies, skills and
abilities of the workforce are discussed.
Keywords: Industry 4.0, Society 5.0, Future of Jobs, Labor Market, Skills Transformation

1. Introduction
Thanks to Industry 4.0, it is expected to increase and improve efficiency in all processes from raw material supply to
recycling by using technology on the value chain [5]. The continuation of digital transformation without slowing down
makes its impact in all areas of life, from business life to social order, from economic life to education and health
systems. All the changes and formations that occur with digitalization have become both a value and a threat to
humanity. As in previous industrial revolutions, the owners of professions that are about to disappear are concerned.
However, this time the situation is even more serious. Developments that frequently caused occupational losses for
the operational level workforce in previous revolutions now directly concern the tactical and strategically level
workforce. With digitalization, different employee levels have begun to disappear. As much more diffuse and
innovative formations emerge, the need for their skills to be transformed increases [8].
While the technological developments in the industry lie at the basis of the Industry 4.0 concept, the necessity of
addressing the transformation in jobs and skills with the same weight arises. In this context, the necessity and
importance of society to improve their technological maturity at least, if not at 4.0 level, has been understood much
more clearly in the current COVID-19 pandemic process. The new job profiles based on more knowledge, skills and
abilities that will be needed in the future require that not only the workforce but the entire ecosystem should consider
talent and skills transformation.
After the introduction, in which a general scope is given, the concepts of industry 4.0, Society 5.0, digitalization and
the effects of these concepts on the labor market, future jobs and talent transformation are presented. In section 3,
there are recommendations on what needs to be done in parallel with the developments and transformations. The
conclusion part with a general evaluation is given in the last part.
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2. Industry 4.0- Society 5.0 Concepts and Transitions on Jobs and Labor Market
The most important factor that Industry 4.0 transforms jobs and necessary skills is related to the human-machine
interface. In addition to coexistence between humans and robots, which will completely change the existing industrial
workforce to respond to the changing needs and increasing production variability, the increase in the number of robots
and smart machines, thanks to the integration of physical and virtual and cyber systems. An important transformation
has also begun in the labour market [11, 13]. Although not too long after the Industry 4.0 revolution, visionaries have
already begun to anticipate the next revolution: Industry 5.0.
Industry 5.0 is also referred to as society-oriented unmanned technologies or as Society 5.0. The biggest advances
Industry 5.0 anticipates include the interaction of human intelligence and cognitive computing. It is expected that the
combination of humans and computerized machines will bring the production system to new levels of speed and
excellence. In addition, the fifth revolution can offer new opportunities both companies working in the field of
renewable energy and waste as they develop systems, and also more advantages to the environment [4].
The concept of Society 5.0, which is presented as the "Technology Revolution for Society" by the Japanese, was first
used in the "Fifth Science and Technology Basic Plan" in the Science, Technology and Innovation Council of the
Japanese Government in January 2016. Later in 2017, it was introduced at the IT Fair CEBIT by the Prime Minister of
Japan, Shinzo Abe, to spread the concept of Society 5.0. In the Society 5.0 concept, where the "Super Smart Society"
model is proposed, it is aimed to integrate the technology and innovations offered by Industry 4.0 to the society in
order to support humanity. It is expressed that technology is seen as an aid for humanity, not a threat. Society 5.0
concept encompasses change not only in industrial production, but in every layer of society. And it is desired to
establish a human-centered social structure through this concept. It is a fundamental part of “Investing for the Future”
in the long term that includes the transformation of humanity from the hunter-gatherer society to the agricultural
society, the industrial society, the information society, and ultimately to today's "Super Smart Society" that produces
smart devices and specializes in robotics [14,2,3]. In addition to all these learnings and experiences which gained
throughout the history of humanity, the physical field and cyber field are strongly integrated in the Society 5.0
movement. It is estimated that by 2050, more than 20% of the entire world population will be over 60 years old.
Therefore, it will both follow the requirements in the changing labour market and follow this system established by
Japan and take measures against similar difficulties in the future [7].
2.1 Change of Job Styles and Skills Transformation with Digitalization
In today's global marketplace, companies' sustainability and competitive advantage largely depend on their ability to
adapt to changing business needs. With the digitalization experienced, the chaos environment experienced in the
routine tasks of the operational and tactical workforce requires them to focus on developing more dynamic, flexible
and talent-skills. McKinsey Global Institute reported in the 2017 "Jobs Gained and Lost" report that 75 to 375 million
employees will face the risk of unemployment when robots take over 60% of the current workforce by 2030 [12].
According to the World Economic Forum Report (2020), when the lockdowns due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the
global recession are evaluated together, it was stated that an uncertain outlook for the labor market and the future
of the business accelerated. It was reported that the skills gap will continue to be high as the demanded skills in jobs
change over the next five years [18]. It is reported that the concept of the future of work has already come for the
white-collar workforce. (The concept of “digital collar” has already taken its place in business literature).
2.2 Future Jobs, Technologies and Roles
Cloud computing, big data, internet of things, encryption and cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, e-commerce and
digital trade, robotics, virtual reality, quantum computing are among the basic technologies according to the possibility
of adoption by the firms by 2025. In addition, encryption technologies and non-humanoid robots will also be in
demand in digital marketplace. The adoption of these technologies also varies according to the companies. For
example, in the digital information and communications, financial services, healthcare and transportation sectors,
artificial intelligence is finding a widespread area of adaptation. While government and public sectors focus on
encryption, big data, IoT and no humanoid robotics technologies are strongly adopted in the mining and metals
industry.
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Top 10 job roles in increasing demand across industries are listed as follows:
(From top 20 job roles list according to WEF, 2020)
1. Data analysts and Scientists
2. AI and Machine Learning Specialists
3. Big Data Specialists
4. Digital Marketing and Strategy Specialists
5. Process Automation Specialists
6. Business development Professionals
7. Digital Transformation Specialists
8. Information Security Analysts
9. Software and Applications developers
10. IoT Specialists [18].
New jobs and job descriptions that arise will require new competencies and new skills. The mix of skills required for
performance has become increasingly complex in modern societies and will continue to evolve as technology-enhanced
work environments evolve and will require the next generation of employees to develop digital competence and
lifelong learning capacities at an early age. Tasks that are difficult to automate at the moment are problem solving
skills, intuition, creativity and persuasion [9]. Degryse (2016) grouped jobs in the digital economy as high-risk, low-risk,
and presented new job descriptions that emerged. According to that; Jobs at greatest risk of automation/ digitalization:
Office work and clerical tasks, Sales and commerce, Construction, Some types of services (translation, tax consultancy,
etc.). New jobs: Data analysts, data miners, data architects, software and application developers, specialists in
networking, artificial intelligence, etc. Designers and producers of new intelligent machines, robots and 3D printers,
digital marketing and e-commerce specialists and etc. [1]
2.3 Industry 4.0: Required Personnel Competences and Skills
Hecklau et al. (2016) discussed that identified core competencies of employees in 4 basic categories.
1. Technical Competences: Understanding IT security, coding skills, understanding of processes, technical skills,
etc.
2. Methodological Competences: Creativity, problem solving, entrepreneurial thinking, problem solving, decision
making, analytical skills, research skills, etc.
3. Social Competences: Intercultural skills, language skills, communication skills, leadership skills, etc.
4. Personal Competences: Flexibility, ambiguity tolerance, motivation to learn, ability to work under pressure,
sustainable mindset etc. [6].
It is reported that by 2025, self-management skill groups such as critical thinking and analysis, problem-solving and
active learning, stress management, flexibility, and resilience will come to the fore. In their study, Vrchota et al (2020)
made the classification of skills and abilities required for Industry 4.0 as follows:
Technical

Must Have

Should Have

Can Have

IT skills

Knowledge management
Interdisciplinary general knowledge of
Technologies

Programming

Organizational and procedural awareness

Awareness of data protection and IT security

Knowledge of ergonometric

Ability to use the latest devices

Legislative awareness

Self and Time management

Specialized knowledge of production and
processes
Belief in new technologies

Adaptability to change

Lifelong learning

Ability to process and analyse data
Knowledge of statistics

Personal

Specialized knowledge of
production and processes

Teamwork
Social skills
Communication skills
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2.4 Skills Transformation
McKinsey reported that if the projected skills transformation occurs in 2030, the biggest competence change is
expected to occur in technology capabilities, with 63 percent. While an increase of 22 percent in social competencies
and 7 percent in advanced cognitive competencies is expected, it is stated in the report that basic competencies and
physical competencies are expected to be used 10 and 8 percent less, respectively [12].
For employees who want to stay in the new labor market, 40% of the basic skills required will change over the next
five years, and 50% of all employees will need to be recruited [18]. This situation requires also transformation for
managers and leaders in the human resources management process. It is underlined that the Human Resources
Management process offers a holistic framework that includes the concepts of sustainability, Industry 4.0, and
corporate social responsibility and their implementations, as well as having a sustainable perspective for future
generations. Especially, it is important to communicate through digital platforms that come with remote work and to
motivate employees [9].
According to the World Economic Forum 2020 report, the top 10 skills and talents that will stand out in 2025 are given
as follows:
• Analytical thinling and innovation,
• Active learning and learning strategies,
• Complex problem-solving,
• Critical thinking and analysis,
• Creativity, originality and initiative,
• Leadership and social influence
• Technology use, monitoring and control
• Technology design and programming
• Resilience, stress tolerance and flexibility
• Reasoning, problem-solving and ideation [18].
3. What to do & Suggestions
Before the pandemic, businesses were planning to get support from Industry 4.0, and its technologies in issues such
as increasing their digitilisation levels, adapting their existing systems to new technologies, and conducting training
programs to help the workforce adopt new roles. The uncertainty that came with the pandemic and its effects in the
future have not yet been known, suggesting that they should speed up these processes a little. It is known that many
large companies in the world have partially reduced their production and service processes and some have come to a
complete halt during the global epidemic process. The addition of problems arising from the covid pandemic to the
economic and social problems of businesses that cannot keep up with digital transformation causes adverse effects in
the global value chain. The COVID-19 crisis is affecting the world's 3.3 billion workforce with a huge economic
disruption and its effects on working hours. 1.25 billion Employees in the world, that is 38% of the global workforce,
are in the sectors most affected by the COVID-19 crisis [16]. It is inevitable for the workforce to manage their own
talent, skills, and mind transformation due to the need for increasingly qualified personnel in technological fields to
meet the requirements of Industry 4.0 and the transformation in the ways of doing business caused by the restrictions
due to COVID-19. The main challenge in adaptation to new business formations and skills transformation is to avoid
what is known as technological unemployment, to redefine existing jobs, and to take measures to adapt the workforce
to new jobs to be created [11]. At this point, the businesses had to benefit from Industry 4.0 applications in order to
maintain the continuity of their operations, production lines or service systems, to manage the organization and
workforce, to control, reschedule, and to perform the maintenance of the facilities remotely. Due to the pandemic,
the importance of establishing the infrastructure that allows independent work from time and place was revealed. It
is anticipated that the facilities, equipment and workforce that have completed their technological transformation
and the enterprises that turn their investments to digitalization will overcome the impact of COVID-19 less. Businesses
that have completed their technological transformation and invested in the digitalization of facilities, equipment and
workforce are expected to recover faster from the negative effects of COVID-19. In this sense, cooperation is also
inevitable in order to minimize the negative effects that may arise from both the digitalization wind and the pandemic
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Hurricane in both business, social and economic life. All institutions, individuals, entities and all kinds of structures
that may be affected by digital transformation and pandemic and that are likely to react to these effects are within
this ecosystem. The entire ecosystem which may consists of organizations, policy makers, leaders, workforce,
technologists, futurists, education planners at all levels, occupational health and safety experts, trade unions, local
administrators, regional managers, marketing and media experts etc., (but is not limited to these) needs to be
repositioned according to changing labour market conditions.
Considering the factors and the stakeholders affected by the digital transformations, a number of recommendations
have been compiled below in order to prevent future problems in the labour market:
-

-

-

-

-

Opportunities need to be created to acquire the necessary skills through a visionary, high-quality, and skillenhancing education model, instead of existing education models.
Actions should be taken in accordance with the lifelong learning strategy.
In the transition period, it is necessary to include especially the young generation in the necessary, and
sufficient education programs, and to ensure the sustainability of the process.
In order to minimize the effects on labor loss, an ecosystem suitable for the new era should be established by
establishing the necessary technological infrastructures and arranging the legal regulations needed locally and
globally.
Occupational health and safety, workers' rights, union, and legal rights should be reconsidered and updated.
Training programs and plans should be considered in order to develop skills found to be lacking in employees.
In this context, distance education opportunities should be increased thanks to up-to-date technologies. For
example, with applications equipped with augmented reality, virtual laboratory, wearable devices,
development, and training programs independent of time and place should be organized.
It should be ensured that enterprises with opportunities to open their laboratories and other resources to
applied learning should be encouraged. IT companies' training programs, work laboratories and common
areas can be opened to the young population so that the young population can apply the concepts they have
learned before about technology. This activity contributes to the consolidation of the fourth industrial
revolution concepts in countries where it is needed. Institutions can create opportunities by partnering with
technical schools and involving these young people in the job market.
In order to achieve good results, policy makers and business leaders need to embrace the benefits of
automation and guide the workforce transformations that these technologies bring.
Midcareer job training will be essential, as will enhancing labor market dynamism and enabling worker
redeployment.
Providing income support for workers caught in the cross flow of automation.
Collaboration between the public and private sectors.
The foundations of smart cities where the smart society lives, where technology is popularized and benefited,
and where the adaptation of the virtual and physical world is complete, should be laid, regardless of
differences such as age and gender at all levels of society.
- Human resource managers should be ready to take the Z generation to the job market.
During the remote working period, it requires extra effort and skill for leaders and managers to manage a
team remotely over a screen and make this situation sustainable. The communication type of the employee
with the manager stands out as a critical factor in the happiness, motivation and commitment of the
employee. In this context, managers, leaders and employers should include training that will close the gap in
these areas in their personal skills development [9][10][11][12][15][18].
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4. Conclusion
With the pandemic, the workforce had to make a mandatory and rapid transition to technological business models. In
this sense, he did not have much time for preparation, training and equipping. This, in addition to the risk of losing a
job, will cause distressing situations such as feeling inadequacy due to inability to raise oneself.
In the process of combating the new corona virus (Covid-19) pandemic, the opportunity has been obtained all over
the world to benefit from basic Industry 4.0 technologies. In this process, while the validity of classical production
systems in today's conditions was questioned, the future foresight described as digital transformation has been
partially experienced and its possible contributions to both human life and production processes have become more
concrete.
The process of adapting to Industry 4.0 technologies, together with the constraints brought by the COVID-19 pandemic
process, brings some problems. The possibility that cognitive computing and cyber machines, along with the remote
working model, will eliminate the need for human touch, and the idea of laying off millions of people, make
manufacturers and employees think. At this point, the Industry 5.0 concept can alleviate some of the concerns raised
by some manufacturers about Industry 4.0. In other words, the concept of Industry 5.0, contrary to the fear, can lead
to the restructuring of the Industry 4.0 concept in a way that will benefit workers, thanks to the spread and integration
of the Society 5.0 understanding in this sense. People will be more likely to cope with lighter jobs while machines
handle tasks that are more tiring.
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Building an Organizational Culture that is Committed to Excellence
Dawn Ringrose,
MBA, FCMC Principal,
Organizational Excellence Specialists, Canada
Abstract:
Based on research and application of excellence models, this article focuses on a culture committed to excellence. It
explores several questions: What is it? Why is it important? How do we assess it? What can we do to improve it?
The article identifies the culture of excellence as an integral part of the formula for success that is experienced with
the application of excellence models. The formula = implement the best practices common to high performing
organizations, develop a culture committed to excellence, achieve exceptional results across a balanced system of
measurement.
To assist leaders with the development of a culture of excellence, the article shares tools that have been developed,
used in research and positively received in organizations around the globe.
Keywords: Excellence, Culture of Excellence, High Performance, Best in Class Organizations, Employer of Choice
1.

What is a culture committed to excellence?

If we examine excellence models being used around the world, there are nine principles that define high performing
organizations1. The principles form the foundation for continual improvement and organizational excellence,
characterize the culture and values of the organization, and depict the way people work together and with their
stakeholders. The nine principles include:
1. Leadership involvement – ensuring senior management is committed and actively involved in establishing and
communicating direction.
2. Alignment – understanding the organization is a system of interrelated and interconnected work processes
and all activities need to be aligned with the established direction.
3. Focus on the customer – ensuring the primary aim of everyone in the organization is to understand and meet
the needs of the customer.
4. People involvement – nurturing and reinforcing cooperation and teamwork and giving employees the
opportunity to develop their full potential.
5. Prevention based process management – establishing consistency in work processes and developing a mindset
of prevention.
6. Partnership development – developing and maintaining value-adding relationships with suppliers and
partners.
7. Continuous improvement – harnessing the collective knowledge, skills, and creativity of stakeholders to
relentlessly pursue improvement.
8. Data based decision making – basing decisions on performance measurement findings.
9. Societal commitment – striving to understand and demonstrate corporate commitment to society.
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2. Why is it important?
The nine principles are directly related to best management practices across nine key management areas. Over the
past 20 years it has been validated by research with national excellence award recipients that organizations
successfully implementing these practices realize a culture that is committed to excellence and sustainable results
across a balanced system of measurement2.
Some of these organizations3 have included: 3M Company, American Express, BMW, Boeing, Cargill, Canadian Forces
Housing Agency, Coca Cola, Government of Singapore, Raffles Institution, Siemens and Xerox. And the results have
included: good governance, trust in leadership, customer delight, employee engagement, continually improving work
processes, strong supplier and partner relationships, better utilization of resources, balanced system of measurement
and financial.
3. How do we assess it?
The degree to which an organization has a culture committed to excellence can be assessed by inviting employees to
participate in a Teaser Assessment. This assessment provides a subjective rating scale that employees can use to rate
the extent to which their organizational culture is characterized by each of the nine principles. And this assessment
also includes the opportunity for employees to share open-ended comments that provide rationale for the ratings.
This combination of data and information provides a good snapshot of the culture of excellence in the organization.
And this snapshot can be further analyzed by role (i.e. leadership, management, staff) and compared to other
organizations by size, industry sector and region (country).
The ’first global assessment on the current state of organizational excellence’ 4 has revealed ratings on the culture of
excellence to be quite positive for organizations around the world4. However, ratings on the deployment of best
management practices across key management areas has been significantly lower.
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Figure 1. Principles Depicting a Culture Committed to Excellence
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Figure 2. Deployment of Best Management Practices across Key Management Areas

4. What can we do to improve it?
Important to the Teaser Assessment results are the direct relationships between each of the Principles and the best
management practices across the Key Management Areas. The ‘Interrelationships’ matrix provides a listing of the
principles running horizontally and best management practices running vertically with touch points for the most direct
relationships5. The best way to improve the culture of excellence is to do a Full Assessment of the organization against
the principles and best management practices, examine the ratings at the touch points and set priorities. What are
the low rated principles? What are the directly related low rated practices? Where deployment or improvement effort
should be focused? Once priorities have been identified, deployment or Improvement effort can focus on four key
activities:
1. Identify the low rated practices that need to be addressed
2. Prepare action plans to assist with deployment or improvement:
a. For practices that have not been fully deployed:
i. prepare action plans with chronological steps and assignment of responsibility, timing,
method of measurement and out-of-pocket cost
ii. use the Organizational Excellence Framework publication as a reference for the chronological
steps (i.e. methodology, implementation guidelines)
b. For practices that need improvement:
i. reach out to employees that touch the practice for their ideas and suggestions
ii. consult subject matter experts for their advice
iii. study high performing organizations and learn from them
3. Use the Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle to confirm the practice has been deployed successfully or that a change has
led to improvement
4. Continue to improve through annual assessments and use of the foregoing activities
5. Closing
A culture committed to excellence is absolutely critical to the formula for success = implement the best management
practices of an excellence model, develop a culture committed to excellence, and achieve exceptional results across
a balanced system of measurement.
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After all, it is the people that do the work and who must work well together and towards a common aim. You might
say the culture is the heartbeat of the organization. And its important to take good care of it so that is beats steady
and strong.
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Ethics In Leadership
Prof. Syed Ali, ASQ fellow, FCQI, MIET
Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, MD. USA

Abstract
Ethical leadership is a form of leadership in which the leader identifies his or her core values and has the courage to
apply them for the good of the organization and other people around. Ethical leadership begins by defining one’s core
competencies and applying them with the hope of improving others. Companies that have ethical leaders are generally
more attractive to other companies, consumers, and even employers. Among all the choices of leadership styles,
leaders need to pick out the concepts that will make them ethical leaders.
This paper peeks and examines, Ethical principles and moral or ethical problems that can arise in any business
environment and provide guidance that there is room for improvement in leadership ethics, and values.
Keywords: Ethics, Leadership and Responsibility

1. Introduction
There is a strong correlation between quality and ethics. When leadership demonstrates its philosophy and practice
of ethical behavior, it impacts the whole organization, whether in education, government, or commercial
enterprises. In the June 1994 issue of ASQ Quality Progress, Marion Steeples offered these definitions:
“Quality is the standard by which Americans measure the goods and services they value.”
“Ethics is the standard by which Americans measure their own behavior and that of institutions.”
Leadership’s example is critical. Yet we have some leaders and practitioners who focus on only a few aspects of
quality, to the detriment of the whole system. Focusing on only some of the principles, practices, methods, and tools
causes us to miss the aim and purpose of an ethical system to deliver quality. When we lose sight of the big picture,
we do not think of the sustainable impact on the system.
Great leaders put ethics, quality, effectiveness, and “respect for people” first to eliminate fear in the system, to
achieve more honest and integrity filled way of doing business [1].
2. Ethics Play a Big Role in Leadership
“Formal leadership responsibilities include creating an ethical organizational culture, a broader view of stakeholder
interests, changing ownership structures, and addressing the paradox of millennial values.”
—Ann Skeet, Senior Director of Leadership Ethics at the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics
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There is too much evidence in the news regarding top executives’ ethical breaches not to question the validity of these
inflated scores. It is believed there are several potential explanations for this. No doubt poor ratings of a direct report’s
honesty and integrity are a negative reflection on the boss. Ethical lapses tend to occur most often in senior executives
because of new and different combinations of forces that are impinging on them. The tendencies to give in to unethical
behavior may be latent in many leaders, but there are few opportunities to express this behavior while serving at
middle levels in the organization. Unethical behavior by the most senior people is likely caused by the combination of
several forces. Here are the key elements of the situations we see. Senior leaders have:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Enormous power over subordinates’ destinies that makes underlings reluctant to criticize or blow the whistle.
Access to large sums of money that have low visibility and minimal accountability.
Control over extensive corporate perquisites that can be used for one’s personal benefit.
Absence of operational checks and balances that is present at lower levels.
Minimal oversight from the Board of Directors.
Huge incentives to reach certain milestones.
Relentless pressure from Wall Street to produce continual improvement in quarter-to-quarter results.
Belief by individuals that they are responsible for the financial success of the firm and, therefore, deserve large
financial rewards.

Many of the issues listed can be directly addressed. For example, the company can implement stronger checks and
balances. Oversight from the Board of Directors can be increased as company grows. A company can also instill
mechanisms to protect the anonymity of underlings who report any ethical breaches they see.
2.1 What is Ethical?
To understand ethics, first we must look at values, which essentially provide the background for making ethically based
decisions. Values be generalized behaviors or core beliefs that an individual hold dear. Many of these core beliefs or
values are developed throughout childhood and are largely shaped before adulthood. Values can be influenced by
family, education, religion, social and professional cultural context, media, friends, and any other experiences
significant to an individual. One’s values are extremely important to an individual and affect every decision they make,
as well as their behavior.
The Center for Ethical Leadership recommends a 4-V Model of Ethical Leadership as a framework that aligns leaders’
internal beliefs and values with his or her external behaviors and actions for the purpose of advancing the common
good of employees, leaders, organizations, and beyond. The model was created and based on research by center
founder Dr. Bill Grace. A quick overview of the 4-V Model is as follows [2] :
•

Values: Ethical leadership begins with an understanding of and commitment to a leader’s core values. By
discovering the values which make up the core of our identities and motivators, we begin the process of
integrating our unique values with our choices in our personal, professional, and civic lives.

•

Vision: Ethical leadership requires the ability to frame our actions within a picture of “what ought to be,”
particularly in service to others.

•

Voice: Ethical leaders must be able to articulate their vision to others in an authentic way that enlivens them
into action.

•

Virtue: Ethical leaders strive to do what is right and good. They practice virtuous behavior by asking, “How are
my values, vision and voice in alignment with and supporting the common good?” (Source: The Center for
Ethical Leadership. Leadership Blog March 6, 2013.)
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Leaders know what they value. They also recognize the importance of ethical behavior. The best leaders exhibit both
their values and their ethics in their leadership and actions. A lack of trust is a problem in many workplaces. If leaders
never identified their values in these workplaces, the distrust is understandable. People do not know what they can
expect. If leaders have identified and shared their values, living the values daily—visibly—will create trust. To say one
thing and to do another will damage trust, possibly forever.
2.2 Code of Ethics
A functional ethics environment needs both well-documented standards and leaders who encourage widespread
adoption. Ethics standards are typically offered through a code of ethics. The board of directors or the company owner
endorses the code, which spells out the principles of right conduct that help to inform employee decisions. Even small
companies benefit from a documented code of ethics, because its very presence reinforces the message that ethics
matter.
2.3 Accountability
No code of ethics can manage ethical failure. In circumstances where people reject the company’s approach to ethics,
however, leaders at all levels must step up to hold the offender accountable. Without accountability, for the CEO as
much as for the janitor, the ethics culture lacks the strength and consistency to reinforce positive behaviors and correct
bad choices.
2.4 Ethical Leadership in Business
(The following excerpt is from Community Toolbox Chapter 13, Section 8, Ethical Leadership, Contributor Phil
Rabinowitz). Ethical leadership really has two elements. First, ethical leaders must act and make decisions ethically, as
must ethically people in general. But secondly, ethical leaders must also lead ethically in the ways they treat people in
everyday interaction, in their attitudes, in the ways they encourage, and in the directions in which they steer their
organizations or institutions or initiatives. Ethical leadership is both visible and invisible. The visible part is in the way
the leader works with and treats others, in his behavior in public, in his statements and his actions. The invisible aspects
of ethical leadership lie in the leader’s character, in the way he makes decisions, in his mindset, in the set of values
and principles on which he draws, and in his courage to make ethical decisions in tough situations.
The ability to put aside your ego and personal interests for the sake of the cause you support, the organization you
lead, the needs of the people you serve, and/or the greater good of the community or the world.
•
•
•
•
•

The willingness to encourage and take seriously feedback, opinions different from your own, and challenges
to your ideas and proposed actions.
Making the consideration and discussion of ethics and ethical questions and issues part of the culture of the
group, organization, or initiative.
Maintaining and expanding the competence that you owe those who trust you to lead the organization in the
right direction and by the best and most effective methods.
Accepting responsibility and being accountable.
Understanding the power of leadership and using it well sharing it as much as possible, never abusing it, and
exercising it only when it will benefit the individuals or organization you work with, the community, or the
society.

2.5 Why Practice Ethical Leadership?
Leaders are role models. If you want your organization or initiative and those who work in it to behave ethically, then
it is up to you to model ethical behavior. A leader and an organization that has a reputation for ethical behavior can
provide a model for other organizations and the community, as well. Ethical leadership builds trust. Leadership, except
leadership gained and maintained using force and intimidation—is based on trust. People will follow an ethical leader
because they know they can trust him to do the right thing as he sees it.
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Ethical leadership brings credibility and respect, both for you and the organization. If you have established yourself as
an ethical leader, individuals and groups within and outside the organization will respect you and your organization
for your integrity. Ethical leadership can lead to collaboration. Other organizations will be much more willing to
collaborate with you if they know that you will always deal with them ethically. One of the true tests of ethical
leadership is making the decision that is best for the organization even when it is not in the leader’s self-interest to do
so.
Ethical leadership is characterized by five principles: an ethical leader respects other, serves others, shows justice,
manifests honesty, and builds community. High profile leadership failures such as the Enron and WorldCom scandals
of the last decade and the more recent financial industry crisis incident concerning Wells Fargo Bank.
Example of unethical leadership, Wells Fargo to pay $3B to resolve probes into fake accounts. (Updated: 2:26 PM PST
Feb 21, 2020 by Ken Sweet and Stefanie Dazio Los Angeles, Associated Press)
Since the fake accounts scandal came to light in 2016, Wells has paid out billions in fines to state and federal regulators
reshuffled its board of directors and seen two CEOs and other top-level executives leave the company. The $3 billion
payment includes a $500 million civil payment to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
“Wells Fargo traded its hard-earned reputation for short-term profits,” said US Attorney Nick Hanna for the Central
District of California. Before the scandal broke, Wells Fargo was considered to have a sterling reputation among the
big banks. But that sterling reputation came with an incredibly aggressive sales culture
The documents that lay out the charges against Wells Fargo lean heavily on the behavior of “Executive A,” described
as the head of Wells’ community bank business and the regional bank division from 2002 until 2017. The senior leaders
were aware of employees using fraudulent means to achieve sales goals as early as 2005, according to the Department
of Justice (DOJ).
2.6 Responsibility of Ethical Leaders
Intellectual honesty is the foundation [3] :
Be honest and straightforward, the ethical leader must be fair in decision making and be transparent
Keep promises and commitments. Transparency is a big factor.
Give as much as you take. Absolutely make the decision public including the whys.
Be clear about ethical considerations and how to go with it.
Be willing to admit mistakes. Second, the leader must weigh the full effect, stand up for what he/she
believes. Take decisions and be willing to express your opinion openly and encourage and reward ethical
behavior of others.
Be role models and communicate their expectations for ethical behavior to the organization.
Be willing to listen to negative input from others. Be happy because it does not suit their needs.
Have integrity in words and deeds.
3. Conclusion
Leadership is a privilege and a responsibility that demands a good deal from those who practice it, whether formally
or informally. High on that list of demands is the need to be ethical, both in personal life and in leadership. Because
leaders are role models whether they choose to be or not, they set the tone for the ethical stance of the individual
followers, of the organization or group they lead and, to some extent, of the larger community.
True ethical leadership in business requires acknowledgment of broader obligations; the imperatives of respect,
service, justice, honesty, and community apply not only to a leader’s subordinates and primary stakeholders, but
also to community and society.
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Is the World Ready to Carry Out a Successful Vaccination Campaign Against COVID-19?
Ernesto DR Santibanez Gonzalez, PhD
Scientific Editor and Associate Professor
Decision Sciences Coronavirus Multidisciplinary Group and CES4.0
Department of Industrial Engineering, University of Talca, Talca, Chile

As of the date of 20 Nov 2020, there are more than 57 million infected and 1.3 million deceased around the world.
The enormous social impact that the coronavirus has caused, unprecedented in modern history, is exacerbated by a
severe impact on the world economy that has surpassed many of the pessimistic projections. Abrupt falls in GDP in
many countries that can reach up to 15% in some countries of the Eurozone, the exception being China, which has
shown a rapid recovery during the end of the year 2020. The good news that we have received in recent days by the
efficacy of more than 90% preliminarily demonstrated (Phase 3) by two vaccines (Consortium Pfizer-BioNTech and
Moderna) against COVID-19 bring hopes of an expected and soon return to the new normal. The vaccine against
COVID-19 reinforces our confidence of a speedy recovery of the economy at the local and global level, and above all,
it excites us to overcome the social drama caused by the loss of loved ones due to this virus and the dramatic rise in
unemployment.
However, there are some issues that must be considered in order to place in the correct context the high expectations
that different countries that aspire to receive vaccines that are in the final phase of testing have. It should be
remembered that there are approximately 200 vaccines in the development phase with different degrees of
advancement.
In the global battle to regain a new normal, we are just approaching the end of the initial phase of getting one (or
several) vaccines that can protect the population against coronavirus, requiring an unprecedented effort to vaccinate
more than 7 billion of people in the world and that in the case of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine would mean more than
15 billion doses of COVID-19 vaccine. It is necessary to understand some risks that must be managed in their proper
measure so as not to provoke excess enthusiasm or exacerbated optimism regarding the cure for health and the
economy. Disregarding the latent uncertainty of the COVID-19 mutation that requires new vaccine trials, there are
several risks and uncertainties that can be simply classified into two types: First, those inherent in the vaccine. Among
which are the uncertainty about the collateral effects that users may have, given the short time it has had to test it, it
does not exist and there is no comprehensive registry (for a normal vaccine the Food and Drug Agency-USA requires
at least six months of tests). Another doubt is the uncertainty about the time that users will be protected (duration of
immunity). Those who have suffered from coronavirus are said to have an immunity of approximately seven months.
However, there is no guarantee of this. In this regard, a test of public knowledge, are the actions that some
governments have taken to protect senior leaders who have contracted the virus and have recovered (the recent
isolation of the UK Prime Minister for example). Immunity is almost out of the question forever, so like influenza,
vaccines against COVID-19 will need to be taken from time to time. There is also uncertainty about the effectiveness
of the vaccine depending on the risk group, that is, age and pathologies could influence the effectiveness of the
vaccine. Finally, some have raised their voices regarding the effectiveness of the new procedure / technology to obtain
the vaccine, that is, the first time that such a procedure, called messenger RNA, has been used to produce vaccines of
this type. Even assuming the best scenario for the risks and uncertainties inherent to the vaccine, the risks and
uncertainties inherent in production and distribution remain, in other words, in the management of the supply chain.
There are a number of other risks associated with the entire production chain. Proper management of them is as
important as the previous ones, since it is this stage of the fight against coronavirus that will culminate in the
vaccination phase of users. As a reference, currently, without counting the coronavirus vaccine, around 2.5 billion
doses of vaccines are produced in the world per year for different types of diseases, among other variants of the
Influenza virus. This production is carried out in 200 plants that are distributed in different parts of the world and
whose production capacity is estimated at 4 billion doses of vaccines in 14 months.
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There is thus a clear imbalance between the needs for vaccine doses in a short period and the existing production
capacity, despite the expansion projects started several months ago by some companies. The long journey that these
vaccines must do to finally reach the user, to simplify, we can divide it into three phases. The first of them is closely
linked to the manufacturer. It begins in the factories of raw material and active substance, then proceeds to the
manufacture of the vaccine and initial packaging, until it reaches final packaging and regional distribution centres
where the vaccine doses are already in packed boxes. It is said that under normal conditions this process can take
between 6 and 22 months, periods that do not exist in this pandemic. Even without the final approval, several
companies have already started their production process in order to shorten the times of this first phase. From there,
the second phase begins, which consists of the distribution of the vaccines to the different countries of the world.
Once each country receives the vaccines, the final phase of vaccine distribution begins, ending with the vaccination of
patients. The requirements that the facilities and means of transport must meet to maintain the quality of the vaccine
and its efficacy are varied and depend on each vaccine manufacturer. For example, the refrigeration conditions that
the Pfizer-BioNtech consortium must have is different from the one produced by Moderna. The road is not easy, and
as many have said, this intricate supply chain is not without its difficulties that the various companies involved may
face. Adequate coordination and collaboration between all companies, organizations and governments that are part
of the supply chain for the effective vaccination of people has demands never seen before, both due to the urgency
in time and the global scale that the vaccination campaign encompasses against COVID-19.
What are the general risks and uncertainties facing countries?
According to various sources, the distribution of the vaccines to the various countries of the world will require more
than 8 thousand type 747 cargo planes to deliver 1 dose / inhabitant (The International Air Transport Association, Pres
Release No. 70, 9 Sep. 9, 2020). For others, that estimate is different, unfortunately the range can be between 1
thousand and 8 thousand planes (The Wall Street Journal, Oct. 26, 2020). It must be remembered that this
requirement may vary for some countries. For example, for countries that are close to companies' regional distribution
centers, trucks or other means of transportation can be used. All of them must meet the basic requirement of
maintaining the cold chain to guarantee the effectiveness of the vaccine.
However, one of the most complex problems to solve for some countries, and not a few, is the maintenance of the
cold chain for the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine that requires -80 degrees Celsius. Therefore, the greatest risk for some
countries is the loss of the effectiveness of the vaccine once the country is responsible for the distribution until the
vaccination stage itself. The least developed countries do not have the deep freezers necessary to maintain the vaccine
at temperatures of -70-80 degrees Celsius and manage a stock of them that allows a maximum duration of 6 months
under those conditions. This could affect more than 2/3 of the inhabitants of the planet according to a study by DHL,
that is, around 4 billion people. Thus, many inhabitants of Latin America, Africa and Asia can be strongly affected by
this restriction in the cold chain required by Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) prior to the pandemic, they estimate that more than half of the vaccines in the world are lost due to
temperature problems or because the seals have been violated. If a country does not have facilities that allow the
vaccine to be kept at -80 degrees, it can keep Pfizer-BioNTech vaccines in stock for a maximum period of 10 days in
the company's own packaging designed by the company. Once they are removed and stored, for example, in a
vaccination center, the maximum duration is 5 days at temperatures of 2-8 degrees Celsius. This means that each
country is obliged to carry out a vaccination campaign that allows them to consume the entire stock within that period.
Therefore, the coordination between how much vaccine the country will receive and the planning of its distribution
until the effective vaccination of population must be extremely fine-tuned so that the loss does not occur. The 20142016 vaccination campaign carried out in West Africa to contain the Ebola outbreak, is the only similar case
documented in the world of a vaccine that requires similar characteristics to maintain the cold chain. Apparently,
because of this, it is the only developing country that has ultra-freezers and experience in vaccination logistics
management under similar conditions. Planning the vaccination campaign requires making decisions about two
important and complex aspects, because they are tremendously related and can seriously impact the effectiveness of
the campaign. One of them is the definition of the groups that will receive the vaccine, which according to the WHO
COVAX Plan, for those 172 countries that comprise it, these groups would already be proposed; and the second, the
programming of the vaccination sequence of all the defined groups, which, as a whole, should cover the majority of
the population at the national level.
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Both decisions have a direct impact on the requirements that the country's vaccine distribution system must meet
for a successful campaign, but they also allow the country's rulers to establish the conditions that must be negotiated
for the delivery of the vaccines by the manufacturer. In other words, it is not convenient, nor is it a plausible solution,
to buy and request the manufacturer to send all the vaccines for a certain risk group, if the infrastructure that the
country has is not capable of vaccinating all that group in the country in the short period of time before the expiration
of the vaccines. For the sake of clarity, for a country to buy 5 million vaccines and ask the manufacturer to deliver
them within a week, it can turn out to be a waste of money, loss of credibility and cause more of a social problem.
Well, if the infrastructure does not exist to vaccinate those 5 million within the expiration period of the vaccines, which
would be, in the case of Pfizer-BioNTech, two weeks after they are delivered in the country.
Some proposals that countries should consider
As can be seen, it takes a fundamental role to be clear about the country's vaccination capacity before ordering from
the manufacturer. In that context, little has been said in general. However, numerous published research works that
have been carried out for influenza vaccination campaigns, for example, can serve as a reference to prepare a
vaccination plan against COVID-19 at the local level (each country). There are a number of additional restrictions that
must be considered when drawing up the plan. In addition to the expiration date of the vaccine, which will depend on
the manufacturer's conditions, crowds should be avoided and social distancing must be maintained during vaccination.
Therefore, the game between the number of vaccination posts and the rate of vaccination service per post (how many
simultaneous vaccinations can be done) are variables that must be considered to reduce crowding. In this regard, cities
that have weak health infrastructure to carry out vaccination campaigns or those where the population lives in rural
areas pose additional challenges to the vaccination plan. The use of mobile vaccination posts seems interesting as a
solution for these cases. These vehicles can also serve as a complement to the existing health infrastructure in highly
populated cities. The development of a vaccination plan that considers a mixed infrastructure (made up of hospitals,
clinics, and mobile vaccination teams) can be conveniently approached with operations research and prescriptive
analytics techniques. In this case, the definition of the population that must be served according to the sector where
they live, appropriate place where a mobile vaccination vehicle can remain parked to carry out vaccination tasks, time
that the vehicle must remain in each place, the route that eventually the vehicle must be made and all the points
where it will park to carry out vaccinations will define the total time in which the entire population will be vaccinated.
As the figure shows, in this part of a city there are traditional vaccination posts where the population will attend to be
vaccinated (highlighted in grey colour), and there are mobile posts (ambulatory) that will go through various areas,
parking in some places and serving the population that has been assigned (highlighted in yellow). Note that it is even
possible to define the maximum time to which a patient must be found from the point where they should go to be
vaccinated, preventing unnecessary travel, the patient from traveling long distances to the vaccination post, and
reducing crowds.

Fig. 1 – Mixed infrastructure of vaccination services
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Part of the vaccination plan, you should also consider the registry of vaccinated patients. At this point, it is again
necessary that this registration be done as quickly as possible and that the information is kept securely for all
subsequent purposes. In this line, the use of IoT and Blockchain-based solutions should be incentivized by the
governments. These solutions could help, for example, issuance of travel certificates when the authority of a country
requires it, for the application of new doses when the type of vaccine demands it, among other uses that may occur.
Undoubtedly, to end this short journey through the complex challenge of defining a vaccination campaign or plan, it
is no less important to consider the treatment that should be given to all the residues and waste that will be generated
with this immense vaccination campaign. Taking this reverse part of the supply chain into account makes a lot of sense
today when we are incentivizing the adoption of circular economy practices around the world.
Finally, it appears that a vaccine that does not have the high demands on infrastructure in the supply chain could
alleviate and be more plausible a successful vaccination campaign in most developing countries.

Dr. Ernesto D.R. Santibañez Gonzalez is an Associate Professor, Industrial Engineering Department, and the Executive
Director of Circular Economy and Sustainable 4.0 Initiative, Faculty of Engineering, Universidad de Talca, Chile. He has
a background in Industrial Engineering, Operations Management and Operations Research with a PhD on Production
Engineering/Operations Research from Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) with a research stay at London
School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) as part of a joint program. He is serving as Associate Editor of Journal
of Cleaner Production (IF: 7.246), Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing (IF: 4.311), Heliyon Business and Economics (Q1,
SJR), International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management (2019-present IF: 4.744. He is also in the
Editorial Board (ISI journals) and guest editor of a number of top-tiers journals. He is also Editor-in-Chief of Sustainable
Operations and Computers, a new journal sponsored by Chinese Academy of Science and Elsevier. Email:
santibanez.ernesto@gmail.com
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How to Organize Your Virtual Workplace with 5S
Luciana Paulise
Deputy Director at ASQ West South-Central Regional, USA

Abstract
Companies are more focused on reducing waste, re-organizing resources, and reducing unnecessary costs in crisis
times. When the question is how to achieve it when you don’t have the time or the resources to start, the 5S
methodology can help you reduce costs from the bottom-up.

Keywords 5s methodology, remote work, virtual workplace, self-organization, reduce waste

The 5S methodology is widely known in industrial companies around the world. Most of them barely use it to meet
the minimum health and safety requirements, while the initial motivation dissipates a year later. Some consultants
call it 6S or 7S. Some companies even argue that workplace organization prevents a place from being creative.
Still, multiple case studies show that the 5S methodology is much more than sorting and labeling.
Working with hundreds of teams, I learned how 5S starts changing small individual habits that contribute to team selforganization. Team members become more focused, empowered and innovative every day.
Especially useful during pressing times, even working remotely, teams can learn to improve housekeeping and safety
and reduce the daily frictions and obstacles.
The secret behind 5S is that the ideas to reduce costs and become more productive come from the bottom-up. Teams
learn to improve, not only housekeeping. They also learn to reduce the frictions and obstacles they find at work. Why
not apply it with a remote team?
The 5 Steps in the virtual world
5S steps can also be applied to remote work. As a company, you can foster a virtual implementation to reduce errors,
optimize cloud space, improve communication and remove barriers to improve productivity. Below are some ideas:
•

Sort: Separate and remove unneeded items to increase the focus on what is needed. While offices are going
paperless, you can still find it difficult to retrieve some online documents if they are not labeled or stored
correctly. Some of the daily issues that increase stress are laptop desktops covered with unused shortcuts or
documents and emails lost in the cloud. There should be a standard way to organize documents to store or
delete them right away and avoid procrastination. It is useful to organize folders by “delete date” to ensure
you know what needs to be removed first, or moved out to another cloud. Monday, Asana and Trello are
online tools that are useful to help accommodate pending tasks, prioritize and eliminate what is not required
to utilize your resources better. You can have an online shared WIP (Work-in-progress) folder. That way is easy
for you and your team to know what is pending to be done and avoid missing deadlines. Especially if you have
shifts or different people working on the same items, these tools can reduce meetings.
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•

Store: Virtual documents get lost more frequently than physical documents, so make sure folders are
organized and labeled in such a way that they are easy to identify and easy to access. Organize all the needed
items in a specific “home” to have them ready to use. Documents, KPI’s and customer data that are required
or consulted regularly should be stored online in folders that are easy to access, or shortcuts should be stored
in commonly utilized portals. Documents that are only required for legal purposes and are rarely consulted
should be stored in separate locations that secure the information. Some companies use Slack to “store”
conversations about specifics topics on channels. At Zapier, employees have channels devoted just to
socializing that are prefixed with #fun-: there’s #fun-art, #fun-dogs, #fun-baseball.

•

Shine: Set a new level of cleanliness to enable spotting potential problems. Laptops, tablets and phones are
more needed than ever as they are the way to communicate with the outside world, avoiding face-to-face
meetings. All types of online alarms exist to tell you that the space quota is full, but you probably get used to
ignoring it. How can you ensure you don’t miss a single minute of a session due to system malfunctions?
Systems have to be adequately and periodically maintained to ensure apps and software run properly. Some
of the habits that can help to keep your systems in good shape are: Cleaning the WIP (work in progress) weekly,
getting used to not storing documents in the right folder as soon as you download them, ensuring there is
enough free space, using external drives or clouds, cleaning the recycle in and deleting cookies are
During face-to-face meetings, you use the Fishbone Diagram to solve complex issues, such as eliminating the
root cause for dirt and dust in a room. Virtually you can use the Fishbone Diagram template on Mural to
brainstorm ideas on how your online tools, apps and platforms can be maintained and be utilized more
efficiently. Make a list of the systems you use more often, imagine what could go wrong during a virtual event
and document ideas on preventing it.

•

Standardize: Engage the team to find a system to sort, store and shine. You can standardize how you conduct
virtual meetings by defining rules such as keeping the video on or muting your sound when you stop talking.
Set up a cleaning schedule for your team’s equipment and train the team members to make it part of their
routine. For instance, Scrum is a way to standardize work in a tech team: it is a framework that helps team
members follow a routine with clear roles, events, artifacts, and rules. Their WIP is called backlog, their
improvement meetings are called retrospectives, and they have a way to “store” tasks by Sprints, a time-box
of one month or less during which a releasable product Increment is created.

•

Self-organize: Train the team to repeat the 5S steps every day until they become a daily habit. The three
critical parts of self-organization are to: engage team members to think of micro changes that could reduce
costs or improve productivity, making those micro changes seamless by eliminating potential obstacles and
repeating them every day, everywhere.
Distributed teams achieve self-organization when employees are empowered to decide how many hours per
week they will work, what time-frame they prefer, which tasks will be done, or how they will be performed.
Systems like StarmeUp or Small-improvements are used to help team members self-organize remotely by
enhancing virtual communication, task assignment and idea generation.

More than a method, 5S implies a change in the way you work. By implementing it at work, you get used to maintaining
new habits such as cleaning and storing documents as soon as you use them or recording ideas for improvement. Once
team members learn to 5S remotely, they will keep reducing cost and waste anywhere they work. 5S your life will help
them become more successful at work and in other areas of their life by stopping procrastination and practicing your
self-organization muscle.
References:
[1]. Forbes, 2020. https://www.forbes.com/sites/lucianapaulise/2020/07/28/4-practices-to-become-an-agile-leaderwith-a-remote-team/?sh=595fbe0f4998
[2]. Paulise, L. (2020). 5S Your Life, stop procrastination and start self-organization
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Luciana Paulise is a culture coach, speaker and writer, CEO of Biztorming Training & Consulting LLC. She is an MBA,
Quality Engineer and Scrum Master, and is specialized in driving cultural change, employee engagement and
innovation. As a coach, she has helped a wide range of companies, from small businesses to corporations to
transform their culture to improve both customer and the employee experience. Luciana is also an accomplished
book author and contributor for Forbes, ThriveGlobal and other international media outlets.
Luciana is also ASQ West South-Central Regional Deputy Director, Vice president of the Innovation Technology &
Aerospace Committee for the Argentina - Texas Chamber of commerce, and has served for various non-profits as
chair and advisor. She is bilingual English-Spanish. Email: luciana@biztorming.com.ar
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4 th International Conference on Quality Engineering and Management (ICQEM 2020)

Paulo Sampaio
Professor of Quality and Organizational Excellence, University of Minho, Portugal
Conference Chair

The 4th edition of the International Conference on Quality Engineering and Management (ICQEM 2020) was organized
online on September, due to the current worldwide situation caused by the SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 pandemic.
However, it was a great event as the previous ones!
The ICQEM is an international forum to present and discuss the progresses in the Quality Management, Quality
Engineering and Organizational Excellence fields. Consequently, since the beginning, the conference covers different
topics as: Standards, Continuous Improvement, Supply Chain Quality Management, Management Systems, Lean Six
Sigma, Quality Tools, Quality Management in Higher Education, Quality Management in Services, Total Quality
Management, Organizational Excellence, The Future of Quality and Quality 4.0, among others.
This conference provides the unique opportunity to share the latest insights of academic and industrial research and
applications on Quality and Organizational Excellence. http://icqem.dps.uminho.pt/index.html
The ICQEM20 keynote speakers included:
−
−
−
−

−

António Cunha, President of the Collaborative Laboratory on Digital Transformation at University of Minho,
Portugal, that delivered a speech entitled “Digital transformation for intelligent quality assurance”.
Benito Flores, Dean of the School of Engineering at University of Monterrey, Mexico, and Past-Chair of the
American Society for Quality. Benito talked about “Quality 4.0: More than Technology”.
Christianna Hayes, CEO at Impact Performance Solutions, USA. Chris delivered a speech entitled “Achieving
Personal Goals through Quality”.
Jorge J. Román, International Consultant in Business Excellence & Benchmarking at Dubai Police Headquarters
in Dubai UAE, delivered a speech focusing “Intellectual Property Crime and Business Excellence Framework.
Dubai Police case study”.
Maxim Protasov, CEO at Russian Quality System, Russia talked about “What is the Russian National Quality
System all about?”.

More than 100 presentation proposals have been submitted. Proposals accepted corresponded to authors from all
around the world, with more than 20 countries represented at this level. If you did not attend any of the editions of
the ICQEM yet, I hope you can attend in the near future, taking advantage of this great opportunity and make with
your contributions an event with Quality, shared and built by such a top level group of participants, thus contributing
to “A better world with Quality”.
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See you in 2022 for the 5th International Conference on Quality Engineering and Management!
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A Holistic Experience of
Euro Working Group on Operational Research for Development (EWG ORD) Virtual Workshop
2020, South Africa – A Rookie Reports

Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber

Anirban Banik

Poznań University of Technology, Poland & METU, Ankara, Turkey

National Institute of Technology Agartala, India

Correspondence (*): anirbanbanik94@gmail.com, gerhard.weber@put.poznan.pl

“We write to taste life twice, in the moment and in retrospect” (Anaïs Nin).
Report in Brief
This report describes the author’s experiences about the recently concluded workshop on Data Technologies and
Analytics for sustainable development organized by EURO Working Group on Operational Research for Development.
The workshop was organized to provide a common platform for researchers around the globe to discuss the latest
breakthrough and development in operational research. The workshops also motivate and aid the young researcher
in their ongoing researches and introduce them into the world of operational research. The report also discusses in
detail how it helps the author’s to troubleshoot their ongoing research problem.
About the Workshop
Recently, the EURO Working Group on Operational Research for Development organized their annual workshop on
Data Technologies and Analytics for sustainable development (https://www.nkd-group.com/EWGORD2020/home.html). The objective of the workshop was to provide a suitable platform for relevant researchers to
gather annually to present their research findings before the panel of experts as well as to discuss on the progress,
challenges and innovative applications on Operational Research for the overall development of the society.
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The workshop was organized by Prof. Nina Kajiji (University of Rhode Island, USA), Prof. Gordon H. Dash (University
of Rhode Island, USA) and Prof. Milagros Baldemor (Don Mariano Marcos Memorial State University Philippines).
Cordial thanks to them and their team members Dr. Elise del Rosario (OSSFFI, Quezon City, Metro Manila,
Philippines), Prof. Begoña Vitoriano (Complutense University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain) and Anirban’s friend and coauthor Willi (Prof. Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber) for their very care- and tasteful work.The annual workshop of 2020 was
scheduled for onsite meeting Magaliesberg, South Africa. But due to the ongoing global pandemic COVID-19, the
workshop was rescheduled as a virtual meeting held on 29 August 2020. In the event, Prof. Dr. Cathal MacSwiney
Brugha, Professor Emeritus from University College Dublin was the invited speaker. Prof. Brugha shared his work
entitled “Analytics for Development and Maintenance of Communities in an Environmentally Stressed World”. The
workshop 2020 published a Book of Abstracts online which is a collection of short papers of all the submissions
presented in the online event. This book can be accessed by using the given link: (http://www.nkdgroup.com/EWGORD-2020/EWG-ORD2020Abstracts.html).
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Author’s Takeaway
As a rookie at our OR conferences, the first author, Anirban Banik, from National Institute of Technology Agartala,
India, was looking for a suitable platform which will help to troubleshoot research problems and aid in overcoming
the hazy concepts. This workshop very much satisfied both the objectives of him and of both authors. It was
fascinating, with several novels and innovative application of OR techniques addressing our real-world problems. The
workshop not only fulfilled its objective of providing a common platform for researchers from developed and
developing countries but also helps young researchers to support and encourage them in their respective ongoing
researches and to introduce them into OR as a their new home. So, we authors express their sincere gratitude toward
the organizers for providing this opportunity to us and all participants. At the workshop, Anirban Banik (National
Institute of Technology Agartala, India) presented his ongoing research work on “Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS) model for predicting water quality index of Haora River in North-Eastern India” which Anirban coinvestigated and co-authored with K.C. Choo (CO2 Networks, Malaysia), Prof. Pandian Vasant (Universiti Teknologi
Petronas, Malaysia), Prof. J. Joshua Thomas (UOW Malaysia KDU Penang University College, Malaysia) andWilli
(Poznan University of Technology, Poland, and METU, Ankara, Turkey). In their ongoing research, the authors
scientifically investigated the effect of immersion of religious figures on the water quality of the river. In the study,
they selected Haora River in North-Eastern, India, for collection of samples. Water quality parameters such as pH,
dissolved oxygen, total dissolved solids, total suspended solids, electrical conductivity, calcium, magnesium and
chlorides, are used for developing the “water quality index”. In their research, the authors introduced an adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system which will be implemented to predict the water quality index of Haora River. Uncertainty
analysis will be conducted to evaluate the workability of the model, followed by the implementation of a sensitivity
analysis for identifying the most significant parameters affecting the water quality of the river most. At the venue in
India, a “performance index” will be defined and calibrated. Then the predicted results of ANFIS model will be
compared with other existing methods such as artificial neural network, multi-linear regression analysis. This section
of the research will aid in demonstrating the precision and performance of the proposed ANFIS model. The proposed
study hopes to provide an insight regarding the impact of religious figure immersion and its possible contribution to
water pollution and water shortage. The study and implementation project also hopes to encourage people to learn
from nature not just in spiritual but also other parts of life by following ancient domestic manuscripts with proved
recipes and advices on the relations with nature and how to treat it. The research will focus on discouraging the use
of synthetic paint and replacing them with natural dye. The workshop with its presentations and sincere discussions
helped a lot us to troubleshoot our research problems, and the experts enlightened us with their experience and
knowledge. The workshops also allowed us to improve our novelty and methodology of the research. In fact, a
constructive Question-and-Answer time after the presentation was useful to gather knowledge regarding the
shortcomings and possible solutions to overcome them. After the workshop, the participants felt highly motivated
and ready to implement all the suggestions made by the experts in their corresponding researches to enhance their
novelty.
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For more information, please contact to Dr. Ernesto D.R. Santibañez Gonzalez
Email: santibanez.ernesto@gmail.com
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Call for Book Chapters

Gerhard Wilhelm Weber

Pandian Vasant

Poznań University of Technology, Poland

University Technology Petronas, Malaysia

Email: gerhard-wilhelm.weber@put.poznan.pl

Email: pvasant@gmail.com

Book Title:
Advanced Optimization, Optimal Control and Meta-heuristics for Operational Research, Analytics and
Decision-Making in Emerging Markets
Publisher:
This book is scheduled to be published by CRC Press of Taylor & Francis group. CRC Press is an American Publishing
house that specialized in producing cutting edge and novel technical Books.
About Book:
Advanced Optimization, Optimal Control and Meta-heuristics for Operational Research, Analytics and Decision-Making
in Emerging Markets is a critical research-oriented book focuses on the role of Optimization, Optimal Control and
Meta-heuristics in numerous fields such as energy transition, sustainable decision making, and renewable energy and
includes the economic and financial aspects for predicting optimum solution of today’s price- and demand-sensitive
markets. The book aims to be a vital reference source for practitioners, managers, IT experts, data scientists,
academicians, basic researchers, natural scientist, applied mathematicians, statisticians, and post graduates seeking
current research on hybrid systems, optimal control, meta-heuristics, optimization methods and their corresponding
applications in upcoming business and industry sectors.
Target Audiences:
Policy makers, Governmental officer, Ministers, Directors, General managers, Chief executive officers, Operational
researchers, Professors of colleges and universities, People associated with research and development, Research
scholars such as senior research fellows, post-doctoral fellow, junior research fellows, and PhD students, UG and PG
students, Decision makers, and Business leaders.
Recommended Topics or Introducing Chapters of Book:
Recommended topics include, but are not limited to, the following:
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Meta-heuristics algorithms, Optimization, Optimal control, Stochastic optimal control, Evolutionary algorithms,
Classical optimization techniques, Hybrid systems and algorithm, Regime switching models, Adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference systems, Artificial neural network, Fuzzy logic, Health economics, Implementation in business and Industries,
Operational research, Quantum computing, Business analytics, Machine learning, Data science and technology,
Artificial intelligence, Swarm intelligence, Renewable energy, Automation, Robotics, Synchronization, Smart
agriculture, Nature-inspired algorithms, Resource management and allocation, Data mining, RFM optimization model,
Models related to logistics and production, Computational economics, Computational and stochastic finance,
Marketing models, Data warehousing, Inventory management, and Supply chain management.
Important Dates:
Full Chapter Submission:

4th August 2021

Review Results Returned:

24th September 2021

Final Acceptance Notification:

6th October 2021

Final Chapter Submission:

4th November 2021

Guidelines for Book Chapters:
Full chapters of 10,000 to 12,000 words are expected to be submitted and all interested authors must consult the
guidelines for manuscript submissions at https://www.routledge.com/our-customers/authors/publishing-guidelines
Submission Procedure
Researchers and practitioners are invited to submit the full chapter on or before 4th August 2021 and will be notified
by 6th October 2021 about the status of their full chapters. All submitted chapters will be reviewed on a double-blind
review basis. Contributors may also be requested to serve as reviewers for this project.
Note: There are no submission or acceptance fees for manuscripts submitted to this book publication, Advanced
Optimization, Optimal Control and Meta-heuristics for Operational Research, Analytics and Decision-Making in
Emerging Markets. All manuscripts will undergo a double-blind peer review editorial process.
Submission Link: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=aoocmoradmem2021book
Inquiries can be forwarded to:
Dr. J. Joshua Thomas, UOW Malaysia, KDU Penang University College, Email: joshua.j.thomas@gmail.com
Anirban Banik, NIT, Agartala, India, Email: anirbanbanik94@gmail.com,
Prof. Elias Munapo, NWU - Mafikeng Campus, South Africa, Email: Elias.Munapo@nwu.ac.za,
Prof. Dr. Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber, Poznan University of Technology, Poland, and METU, Ankara, Email: gerhardwilhelm.weber@put.poznan.pl,
Dr.Pandian Vasant, University Technology Petronas, Malaysia, Email: pvasant@gmail.com
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Book Title:
Computational Intelligence for Supply Chains
Publisher:
This book is scheduled to be published by DE GRUYTER. Founded in 1749, DE GRUYTER is a Germany based Publishing
house specializing in academic literature.
About the Book:
Computational intelligence for supply chains demonstrates the recent approaches implemented in developing novel
computational intelligence techniques for the supply chain. It gives a comprehensive background on innovative,
creative and state of the art applications of computational intelligence, focusing on supply chain sectors such as
planning, information, sources, inventory, production, and block-chain. It discusses topics such as intelligent
algorithmic enhancements and smart performance measurement approaches and provides insights into the
implementation of novel computational intelligence strategies to aid in the sustainable decision-making process. With
this book, readers can enhance their problem-solving skills to solve real-world problems effectively implementing
appropriate techniques from emerging fields, including smart hybrid quantum computing and swarm intelligence,
cloud computing, and innovative optimization.
Computational intelligence for supply chains is designed for managers, decision-makers, practitioner, researchers,
academicians, natural scientist, applied mathematicians, statisticians, and postgraduates seeking latest research
trends of computational intelligence in supply chain management.
Target Audiences:
Policy makers, Governmental officer, Ministers, Directors, General managers, Chief executive officers, Professors of
colleges and universities, People associated with research and development, Research scholars such as senior research
fellows, post-doctoral fellow, junior research fellows, PhD students, UG and PG students, Decision makers, and
Business leaders.
Recommended Topics or Introducing Chapters of Book:
Recommended topics include, but are not limited to, the following:
Meta-heuristics algorithms, Optimization, Optimal control and Stochastic optimal control, Evolutionary algorithms,
Classical optimization techniques, Hybrid algorithm, Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems, Artificial neural network,
Fuzzy logic, Health Economics, Implementation in business and Industries, Operational research, Quantum computing
strategies, Business analytics, Machine learning, Automation, Robotics, Data science and technology, Artificial
intelligence, Swarm intelligence, Renewable energy, Smart agriculture, CO2 emission management, Nature inspired
algorithms, Resource management and allocation, Data mining, RFM optimization model, Models related to logistics
and production, Computational economics, Computational finance, Marketing models, Data warehousing, smart
supply chain.
Important Dates:
24th April 2021
22nd May 2021
4th June 2021
24th June 2021

Full Chapter Submission
Review Results Returned
Final Acceptance Notification
Final Chapter Submission
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Guidelines for Book Chapters:
Full chapters submitted to this book should be limited to 20 pages and all interested authors must consult the
guidelines for manuscript submissions https://www.degruyter.com/page/2021
Submission Procedure
Researcher and Practitioners are invited to submit the full chapter on or before 24th April 2021. Author will be notified
by 22 May 2021 about the status of their full chapters. All submitted chapters will be reviewed on a double-blind
review basis. Contributors may also be requested to serve as reviewers for this project.
Guidelines for preparing of Images
All images submitted to the book must be TIFF or JPEG or something like that additionally to being included in the
manuscript to ensure a good quality later on.
Please note that it is the authors’ responsibility to get permission, in case they use images from other sources.
Guidelines for Reference & Websites
The references should be at the end of each chapter in Vancouver style, with numbers and ordered by the appearance
in the text. For websites, authors are always advised to give the last access date.
Note: There is No Publication Charges for manuscripts submitted to this book for publication. All manuscripts will
undergo a double-blind peer review editorial process. Submissions of Chapters in Word or Latex format are allowed
for this book.
Submission Link:

https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=cisc-book-2021

Inquiries can be forwarded to:
Prof. Elias Munapo, NWU - Mafikeng Campus, South Africa; Email: Elias.Munapo@nwu.ac.za
Dr. PandianVasant, University of Technology Petronas, Malaysia; Email: pvasant@gmail.com
Prof. Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber, Poznan University of Technology, Poland, and METU, Ankara, Turkey; Email: gerhardwilhelm.weber@put.poznan.pl
Anirban Banik, NIT, Agartala, India; Email: anirbanbanik94@gmail.com
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Book Title:
Advances of Artificial Intelligence and Operational Research in Transportation and Exploration
Industry and Business
Publisher:
This book is scheduled to be published by SAE International.
About Book:
The edited book on Advances of Artificial Intelligence and Operational Research in Transportation and Exploration
Industry and Business is an essential publication that examines the benefits and barriers of implementing Artificial
Intelligence techniques to transportation Industry and business as well as how these models can produce more costeffective and sustainable solutions. The book features coverage on a wide range of topics such as classical and natureinspired optimization and optimal control, hybrid and stochastic systems.
This book is designed for engineers, scientists, industrialist, academicians, researchers, computer and information
technologists, managers, government leaders, research officers, policymakers, business leaders and students. The
book aims to be a delight for practitioners in the Transportation industry, including Aerospace, Space Design and
Ground Vehicle Engineering. The book will aid the decision-makers regarding the selection and use of appropriate
methods to solve the problems associated with transport industries.
Target Audiences:
This book is ideally designed for scholars and engineers, industrialist and government leaders, computer scientists
and information technologists, developers and managers, research officers, academicians and researchers,
policymakers and business leaders, and the youth.
Recommended Topics:
Recommended topics include, but are not limited to, the following:
Unmanned ground vehicles, Unmanned aerial vehicles, Machine Learning, Deep Neural Networks and Deep Learning,
Robotics, Quantum Computing, Quantum Mechanics, Theories of Optimization and Optimal Control, Theories of
Creation and Creativity, Smart Optimization, Supply Chain Management, Conventional and autonomous mobile
machines, Theories on Peace and Negotiation, Software Testing and Information Security, Data Analytics, Data
Technology, ICT, Stochastic Neurosciences and Brain Modelling, Artificial Intelligence, Soft Computing, Metaheuristics, Artificial Neural Networks, Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems, Fuzzy Logic, Smart Computing, Space
design, Aircraft Smart Maintenance, Aerospace Engineering, Ground Vehicle Engineering, Space Design.
Important Dates:
10th April 2021
24th May 2021
6th June 2021
4th July 2021

Full Chapter Submission
Review Results Returned
Final Acceptance Notification
Final Chapter Submission
Guidelines for Book Chapters:

Full chapters of 10,000 to 12,000 words are expected to be submitted and all interested authors must consult the
guidelines for manuscript submissions at:
https://www.sae.org/participate/volunteer/author/book-author-guidelines
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Submission Procedure
Researchers and practitioners are invited to submit the full chapter on or before 10th April 2021 and will be notified
by 24th May 2021 about the status of their full chapters. All submitted chapters will be reviewed on a double-blind
review basis. Contributors may also be requested to serve as reviewers for this project. Note: There are no submission
or acceptance fees for manuscripts submitted to this book publication, Advances of Artificial Intelligence and
Operational Research in Transportation and Exploration Industry and Business. All manuscripts will undergo a doubleblind peer review editorial process.
Submission Link: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=aaiorteib2021
Inquiries can be forwarded to:
Anirban Banik, NIT, Agartala, India, Email: anirbanbanik94@gmail.com
Prof (Dr) Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber, Poznan University of Technology, Poland, and METU, Angkara,
Email: gerhard-wilhelm.weber@put.poznan.pl
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Book Title:
Introduction to Artificial Intelligence in Renewable Energy and Climate Change

About the Publisher:
Established in 2009, Scrivener Publishing publishes books in the technical applied sciences for both the practitioner in
industry, and the researchers in academia. High-quality content is essential for the professional readers, and is sold
globally as print and electronic as well as in aggregated databases, including Scopus and Web of Science. The Scrivener
Publishing partners with Wiley, the leading engineering publisher, to create a joint imprint, Wiley-Scrivener, Scrivener
Publishing offers authors, editors and contributors, efficient and personalized editorial attention, as well as global
marketing, sales, and distribution both in print and digital. The book will be published under the Wiley-Scrivener
imprint and will be offered for indexing by Scopus and Web of Science.
About Book:
The edited book on Introduction to Artificial Intelligence in Renewable Energy and Climate Change is an essential
publication that examines the benefits and barriers of implementing computational models to clean energy systems,
global warming, climate change, and energy sources as well as how these models can produce more cost-effective
and sustainable solutions. Featuring coverage on a wide range of topics such as classical and nature-inspired
optimization and optimal control, hybrid and stochastic systems, this book is ideally designed for engineers, scientists,
industrialist, academicians, researchers, computer and information technologists, sustainable developers, managers,
environmentalists, government leaders, research officers, policymakers, business leaders and students.
This book aims to be a delight for practitioners in the field of sustainable renewable energy sustainability and their
outstanding impacts on how to face global warming and climate change.
Target Audiences:
This book is ideally designed for scholars and engineers, industrialist and government leaders, computer scientists and
information technologists, sustainable developers and managers, environmentalists and research officers,
academicians and researchers, policymakers and business leaders, and the youth.
Recommended Topics or Introducing Chapters of Book:
Recommended topics include, but are not limited to, the following:
Artificial intelligence, Machine intelligence, Meta heuristic algorithms, Hydropower, Renewable electricity, Solar PV,
Bio power, Geothermal power, Ocean power, Wind power, Biogas, Hydrogen, Global warming, Climate change,
Renewable energy, Hybrid technology, CO2 minimization, Evolutionary algorithms, swarm intelligence, Computational
intelligence, Soft computing, Operational research, Data mining, Hybrid optimization, Bio energy Recycling, Bio fuel
supply chains, Energy management policy, Energy efficiency, Energy-saving technology, Small hydropower plants,
Thermal treatments, Remote sensing, Optimization theory and applications, Optimal control theory and applications,
Stochastic optimal control theory, and applications.
Important Dates:
Full Chapter Submission

10th May, 2021

Review Results Returned

24th June, 2021

Final Acceptance Notification

6th July, 2021

Final Chapter Submission

24th July, 2021
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Guidelines for Book Chapters:
Full chapters of 10,000 to 12,000 words are expected to be submitted and all interested authors must consult the
guidelines for manuscript submissions at
http://www.scrivenerpublishing.com/guidelines.php
Submission Procedure and Reviewing Policy
Researcher and Practitioners are invited to submit the full chapter on or before 10 th May 2021. Author will be notified
by 24th July 2021 about the status of their full chapters. All submitted chapters will be reviewed on a double-blind
review basis. Contributors may also be requested to serve as reviewers for this project.
Note: There is No submission or acceptance fee for manuscripts submitted to this book publication, Artificial
Intelligence in Renewable Energy and Climate Change series. All manuscripts will undergo a double-blind peer review
editorial process.

Submission Link: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=iairecc2021book

Inquiries can be forwarded to:
Dr. Pandian Vasant, University Technology Petronas, Malaysia. Email: pvasant@gmail.com
Professor (Dr.) Valeriy Kharchenko, Federal Scientific Agro-engineering Center VIM, Russia. Email: kharval@mail.ru
Dr. J. Joshua Thomas, UOW Malaysia, KDU Penang University College, Email: joshua.j.thomas@gmail.com
Professor (Dr.) Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber, Poznan University of Technology, Poland, Email: gerhardwilhelm.weber@put.poznan.pl
Anirban Banik, NIT, Agartala, India, Email: anirbanbanik94@gmail.com
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Announcement
Introducing new multi-language links for Global OE Index

Dawn Ringrose Principal at Organizational Excellence Specialists, Canada
Launched in 2015, this inaugural global research study has captured the extent to which organizations are
characterized by the Principles and have deployed Best Management Practices found in excellence models.
Background on the study and reports published to date are available at
http://organizationalexcellencespecialists.ca/activities/global-oe-index/. To accommodate a greater range of
respondents, the assessment instruments are now available in five languages. Respondents may choose to
participate in the short Teaser Assessment on the Principles (9) or the longer Full Assessment on the Principles and
Best Management Practices (micro size with 1-25 employees = 51 practices, larger size = 102 practices) and then
compare their results with others:
English
Teaser
Full – Micro
Full – SML

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-TEASER
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-MICRO
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-SML

French
Teaser
Full – Micro
Full – SML

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-TEASER-FRENCH
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-MICRO-FRENCH
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-SML-FRENCH

Arabic
Teaser
Full – Micro
Full – SML

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-TEASER-ARABIC
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-MICRO-ARABIC
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-SML-ARABIC

Spanish
Teaser
Full – Micro
Full – SML

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-TEASER-SPANISH
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-MICRO-SPANISH
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-SML-SPANISH

Italian
Teaser
Full – Micro
Full – SML

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-TEASER-ITALIAN
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-MICRO-ITALIAN
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OEF-FULL-SML-ITALIAN

Email: dawn@organizationalexcellencespecialists.ca
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Introducing New Members of Core Research Team

Mohammad Hossein Zavvar Sabegh Editor of QOR Newsletter
In the August issue, I introduced 5 top researchers of Global Assessment Project. You can find more information
about it from the link: http://organizationalexcellencespecialists.ca/activities/global-oe-index/.
In the current issue, I am so happy to introduce new members of the Core Research Team 2020 that have delivered
outstanding performance and helped to increase the response rate in many countries around the world. The full list
of Core Research Team 2020 will be introduced in March 2021. Email: quality20zavvar@gmail.com

Nithya Ramachandran is a Commerce & Management graduate and has earned a PhD (2011). Today, Nithya is an
Academic Representative for the Quality Assurance Department at the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority. She
is an accomplished professor with over 17 years of teaching and research experience in the areas of finance and
entrepreneurship. Nithya has also been a speaker at national and international conferences, an author of several
publications and a faculty mentor for research projects. Her work experience has also included promoting and
supporting the academic accreditation process in educational institutions located in India and Oman. She strongly
believes that education can contribute to socio-economic change for every human being. Currently, she is
undergoing CISR® Certification: CISR Scholar - UN SDG Team working on SDG 4 & 5.

Yeoh Chow Ling is a goal oriented and persevering quality professional (manager/ engineer) from Penang, a small
island located in northern Malaysia. She has considerable experience in and passion for the quality field and works
as an auditor to assure product and regulatory compliance. Yeoh is well-versed in various ISO standards and safety
standards which involve UL, IEC and NFPA. She was selected to join the Water Fabrication and Printed Wiring Board
Company to set up the quality management system from scratch and completed a six month training program in
Japan to assist with this effort. In addition to pursuing excellence at work, Yeoh strives to achieve excellence in other
aspects of life too.
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Muhammad Irfan is a seasoned and motivated quality, health, safety and environment professional with more than
12 years experience in facility management, oil & gas and industrial services. He is an expert in the implementation
of ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 / ISO 45001, and ISO 17025. His education background includes a Bachelor
degree in Mechanical Technology from Preston University, ASQ Certified Quality Engineer and NEBOSH IGC.
Muhammad currently works as a Corporate QHSE Executive with Ejadah Asset Management Group Dubai, a Dubai
Holding company. Over his career, he has successfully implemented ISO standards and created a positive safety
culture in the organizations where he has worked.

Vijay Parashar Vijay Parashar is a Certified Six Sigma Black Belt with more than 17 years of rich experience in quality
and process improvement. He currently works as Senior Manager-Operational Excellence for the Indian
Transnational pharmaceutical organization. Prior to this, he worked with a number of multinational organizations in
the paint and chemical manufacturing sector. He has represented his organization at various events organized by
American Society for Quality, Quality Council of India and Manufacturing Today in India.
Vijay is a certified trainer for the root-cause analysis approach from American Bureau of Shipping and has attended 3
day advanced course on the topic with the same organizations in Shanghai (2019). In addition, he is also a certified
auditor for quality management and energy management systems.
Apart from his professional expertise, Vijay has research experience in polymer chemistry and published several
articles in various journals and books. Currently, he is perusing MTech in manufacturing management from Birla
Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani (India).

Rana Maya obtained her PhD in Construction Project Management (2009) with a specialization in Quality
Management in Construction Projects. She has been a faculty member since 2010 and Head of the Internal Audit
Department at Tishreen University in Syria. Rana has carried out several training courses, research project and
consulting assignments in the field of quality management systems and project management at national and
international levels. In doing so, she has monitored and evaluated performance on more than 350 projects in Syria
and Germany. Today, Rana is a Certified Lead Auditor and management consultant for quality management systems,
supervises students working on a master's thesis in construction and quality engineering and management and
contributes to publications in refereed scientific journals at home and abroad.
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Mohamed Salaheldin earned several degrees from Alexandria University - PhD in Industrial Engineering from the
Production Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering; MSc in Industrial and Management Engineering (2008),
Arab Academy for Science and Technology and Maritime Transport; BSc in Electrical Communication and ElectroPhysics (1996) from the Electrical Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering. He is a certified Lean Six Sigma
Black Belt and UNIDO qualified Energy Management System Expert. He joined SIDPEC, a leading petrochemical
company in Egypt in 1999 and is currently the company Quality and Energy General Manager. In this role, he focuses
on the improvement of company’s processes related to quality and energy efficiency. He also works as a freelance
consultant, trainer and lecturer with the Productivity and Quality Institute, Arab Academy of Science and Technology
and Faculty of Engineering at Pharos University. Mohamed has written or co-authored research papers and articles
on multi-criteria decision making, quality and energy efficiency.

Vipin George is a Quality Professional with 19 years of experience in the oil & gas industry. His passion has helped
transition from being an employee to self-employed. And this journey has taken him from being a shy introvert to a
speaker at global events.
Certifications which have helped in his quest to improve, excel and learn include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chartered Manager from CMI, UK
Chartered Manager from CIM, Canada
Chartered Management Consultant, CIMC Canada
Certified Manager , Institute of Professional Certified Managers United States
Incorporated Engineer, Engineering Council United Kingdom
ASQ Certified Quality Auditor
Exemplar Global Certified Management System Specialist
API Q2 Registered Professional
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